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Foreword
BY HON. PETER W. RODINO, JR., CtIAIR]gAN, COMMITTEE ON THE
JUDICIARY

On April 30, 1974, President Nixon released to the public, White
House edited transcripts of eight of his recorded conversations with
his counsel, John Dean. This document contains the Committee on the
Judiciary transcripts of these same conversations.
B.riefly, the tape recordings of the~ conversations came into the possession of the Committee on the Judiciary as follows :
On February 25, 1974, acting under authority granted by the Committee on the Judiciary, the ranking minority member and I directed
John Doar, special counsel to the committee, and Al.bert E. Jenner, Jr.,
special counsel to the minority, to send a letter to James St. Clair,
special counsel to the President, requesting tape recordings, transcripts
nd other materials previously furnished to the Watergate Special
rosecution Force by the President.
On March 6, Mr. St. Clair announced in open court before Judge
John Sirica that the President had agreed to supply to the committee
t.hosema.t~rials previously furnished to the special prosecutor, including cop~es of tape recording and transcripts of the following eight
Presidential conversations :
1. A portion of the conversation between the President and Messrs.
Haldeman and Dean on September 15. 1972.
2. A conversation between the President and Mr. Dean on February
28, 1973, from 9:12 to 10:23 a.m.
3. A conversation between the President and Mr. Dean on March 13,
1973, from 12:42 to 2 p.m.
4: A conversation between the President and Messrs. ttaldeman and
Dean on March 21, 1973, from 10:12 to 11:55 a.m.
5. A conversation between the President and Messrs¯ Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, and Dean on March 21, 1973, from 5:20 to 6:01 p.m.
6.. A conversation between the President and Messrs. Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, Mitchell, and Dean on March 22, 1973, from 1:57 to
4:43 p.m.
7. A conversation between the President and Mr. Dean on April
16, 1973, from 10 to 10:40 a.m.
8. A conversation between the President and Mr. Dean on April 16,
1973, from 4:07 to 4:35 p.m.
Between March 8 and March 15, the committee received tape recordings and transcripts of these eight conversations from the White
House. ’Subsequently(on March 26, the committee received from the
June 5, 1972, District of Columbia grand jury materials which included copies of tape recordings and transcripts of these eight conversations.
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s aff were permitted to hsten to t’hese tape recordings before they
wore played to the full committee. Congressman Hutchinson and I ]istenod to each tape recording an.d supervised on a day-to-day basis the
staff’s preparation of transcrapts to accompany the recorded presentation to the committee.
The inquiry staff was directed to obtain the best possible tape recordings flx)m which to prepare its transcripts. The staff took its own
eq!~i~ment ~n the ~ec.~l~ive Office Building and made new copies of
the tape recordings which were in the possession of the White House.
The original recordings were in the possession of Judge Sirica. With
his authorization, .and under the supervision of the Court and representatives of the Special Prosecutor and the White House, copies
of these original recordings were also made.
The committee be.lieves that it has.been able to obtain tape recordings which are of better quality than those furnished to the committee by either the White House or the grand jury. The originals of these
recordings play at 15/16 of an inch per second~ which is slower than
the speed required by the high-quality playback equipment which was
used by the inquiry staff. Bf producing Copies which ~lay at 33/~ inches
per second, we were able to prepare transcripts from recordings of
near-original quality.
On April 11, 1974. the committee subpenaed from President Nixon
recordings of 42 additional Presidential conversations.. On April 29, in
response to the subpena, President Nixon announced that he would
suhmit to the committee edited transcripts of conversations, but
not the tape recordings themselves. On April 30, President Nixon
delivered to the committee and made available to the public edited
transcripts of selected Presidential conversations, including the eight
conversat ions contained in this document.
The eight transcripts reprinted herein are part of the statement of
informatmn and supporting evidence presented by the impeachment
inquiry, staff to the committee during hearings held in executive session
from May 9 to June 21, 1974. On June 25, the committee voted to release to the public the statement of information and supporting evidence.
The transcripts are reprinted here substantially as they were presented to the committee. In a few instances, ranking minority member
hfr. Hutchinson, and I have determined, pursuant to authority granted
us by the committee, to delete irrelevant material which was considered
to be defamatory~ degrading or embarrassing.
Since President Nixon has chosen to present the !¥hite House edited
version of these eight conversations to the public, the committee has
concluded that it will publish the following transcripts in one document as a partial record of its proceedings.
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SEPTEMBER 15, 1972

PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.

That is correct. They’ll, they will have completed and
they will let them go, so there will be no continued
investigation prompted by the Grand Jury’s inquiry.
The, uh, GA0 report th.~ was referred over to Justice is on a shelf right now because they have
~un~dreds .of violations. They’ve got violations of
~uc’~overn’s; they’ve got violations of Humphrey’s;
they’ve got Jackson violations, and several hundred
Congressional viol.ations. ’They don’t want to start
prosecuting one .any more than they want the other.
So that’s, uh-They damn well not prosecute us unless they prosecute all the others.
That’s right. That’s right. Welli we are really talking about technical violation§ that were referred over
also.
Sure. Sure. What about, uh, uhi watching the McGovern contributors and all that sort of thing?
We’ve got a, we’ve got a hawk’s eye on that.
Yea’h. ¯
And, uh, uh, he is, he is not in full compli.ance.
He isn’t ?
No.
Well, now, he has his three hundred committees;
have they all reported yet? Have we--~ve reported

SEPTEMBER 15, 19.72
HALDE]YIAN.
PRESIDENT.

H~LDE~AN.

PRESIDENT.
HALDE]~IAN.
PRESIDENT.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
HALDE]~AN.
DEAN.

PRESIDENT.

DUN.

OUI’S.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.

DUN.

PRESIDENT.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.

PRESIDENT,
DEAN.

HALDEMAN.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.

Yes we--~Well, we ha~e a couple of delinquent state
committees out, uh-[Uuintelligib]6] if it’s done, huh~
If they-[Unintelligible] paper committees a~l reported, the
three hundred or so committees he s supposed to
have.
No~ they have not.
Can we Say something about
Welli One of the things that he has not done, is he has
.never disclosed the fact that he’s got some threehundred committees, This has been a Wall Street
Journal piece that picke~l it up and carried it and,
uh-[Unintelligible] say that publicly
~o,. h.e hasn’t, And it’s been employed as a tax sham
~nat he set it up for. And It is hard to comprehend
why he set up three hundred committees, frankly.
Uh, he doesn’t need that many, he doesn’t have that
sort of large contributors, where the~ have to disburse small [unintelligible]
Unless someone’s givin~ nine hundred thousand
dollars.
That’s right.
Which could be very possible.

PRESIDENT.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.

He may be getting nine hundred thousand dollars
from somebody.
From two or three. He may have some big angels. I
don’t think he is getting a hell of a lot of small money.
I don’t think so. I don’t believe this crap. I mean if
he--Have you had. your Post Office check yet
That John was going to do. I don’t know.
That’s an interesting thing to check.
Yeah.
You know how little [uuintelligibleJ
[Unintelligible] is right, because as I see it, now, the
only problems that, uh, that we have are, are the
human problems and we’ll keep a close eye on that.
Union ?
Human.
Oh.
[ UnintelligibleJ
People--Human frailties, where people fall apart.
Human frailties people getting annoyed and some
finger-pointing and false accusations, and any internal dissension of that nature.
You mean on this case ?
On this case. Uh, there is some bitterness between,
for example, the Finance Committee and the Political
Committee. They feel that they’re taking all the heat,
and, and. uh, all the people upstairs are bad people
and they’re not being recognized.
Ridiculous.
It is--I mean-They’re all in it together.
That’s right.
They should just, uh. just behave and, and, recognize
~this, this is, again, th~s is war. We’re getting a few_~
_~ shots. It’ll be over. Don’t worry. [Unintelligible] I
7 shots. It’ll be over. Don’t worry. [Unintelligible].
~vouldn’t want to be on the other side right no~v~.
Would you .~ I wouldn’t want to be in Edward Bennet Williams’, Williams’ position after this election.
No. No.
None of these bastards
He uh, he’s done some rather unethical things that
ha~e come to light already, which in again, Richey
has brought to our attention.

PRESIDENT.

DEAN.
HALDE]YIAN.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
HALDE~IAN.
PRESIDENT.
HALDEMAN.

DEAN.

He went down-Keep a log on all that.
Oh, we are, on these. Yeah.
Yeah.
Because afterwards that is a guy,
We’re going after him.
that is a guy we’ve got to ruin.
He had, he had an ex parte--
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HALDEM.AN.
HALDE~N.
DEAN.

PRESmENT.
HALDE]KAN.
PRESIDENT.

DEAN.

SEPTEMBER 15~ 1972

counsel. But it’s--you’ve got a good res judicata argument here. If he dismisses on the merits, uh, that they
can’t file another suit. They’re out of the court
totally.
But our suits do still hang ?
Ohr suits are still--We have two suits, and we have
the abuse of process and
--the libel-the libel suit.
We can take depositions on both of those ?
Absolutely.
Hell yes.
[LaughsJ
[UnintelligibleJ depositions.
It’s a, it’s a glimmer down the road anyway, but,

TRANSCRIPT PREPARED BY THE IMPEACHMENT INQUIRY STAFF FOR THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE OF A RECORDING OF A MEETING BETWEEN THE
PRESIDENT AND JOHN DEAN ON FEBRUARY 28, 1973,
FROM 9:12 TO 10:23 A.M.
Good morning, sir.
DEAN.
Oh, hi.
PREsmENT.
How are you ?
DEAN.
Oh, I wanted to, uh, to speak with you about, uh,
PRESIDENT.
what, uh, kind of a line to test¯ Now, I~leindienst--this is not a question of trust¯ Y~’~,
[Clears throat]
DEAn.
- that you will
yOU have it clearly understood
wm call
cai h~n~
PRESIDENT.
and give him directions and that he will call you, and
so forth and so on. I just don’t want Dick to go,
No, I think-DEAn.
go Off--you see, for example, on executive privilege--PRESID]~NT.
I don’t want him to go off and get the damn thing,
uh, uh--get us-Make any deals on this thing-DEAN.
Well, to make a deal--that’s the point.
PI~ESlD]~NT.
Yeah.
DEAn.
That Baker, uh, as I said, was, uh, he was [unintelPRESIDENT.
ligible] ~ this and that and the other thing,
and, and you ve got to be very firm with these guys or
you may not end up with anything. No, as I said,
the only, back-up position I ca~ possibly see is one of
a, u~, is Kleindienst wants to back [unintelligible]
didn t want to but suggested we ought to back them
heavily, send them up there in, in executive session.
Well, now you haul them up there in executive session,
we still got the problem of a, uh, of, uh, well, I feel
that the [unintelligible] I, I’m thinking of that..because it’ll go [unintelligible] without any quesuon
Sure.
DEAI~.
~+ *~ ,~oint and that’s uoing to be far more signifi.PRESIDENT.
~:~?t~S C~p bothers ~s at the momen.t, but t.h, at’s
far more significant. And they’ll haul him up mere
and bully-rag him around the damn place and it’ll
raise holy hell within our or his relations with Rogers
,~

--¯

~ uh,-~--~’K, I’ve sent some notes out, uh I
~ ~o4~’.~. Zh. a counle of yellow pages--something that I was, uh, from-that, file on the teachers
thing that I!m doing today.

MAROI-I 13~ 1973

DE.XN.

is a letter to Senator Erviu saying, "This has come
to my atention, and why shouldn’t, uh, why shouldn’t
this be a part of the inquiry ?" And he can spring out
of ’6~ and then quickly to ’72. And, and we’ve got a
pretty good speech, uh, Baroody tells me, if we can
get out our materiah

PRESIDENT.

(~rood.

])EA~-.
HALDE~AN.

So it’s in the milh
Good. [Unintelligible] friends have you got
[mlintelligible]
DEAN.
That’s right.
PRESIDENT.
Thank God.
HALDEMAN.
Why has there never been [unintelligible] come up
and did it befo~:e ?
PRESIDENT.
Just. wasn’t enou~o’h stnff. ~lley couldn’t get anybody
to pay attention. For example, the investigations were
supposed to have beeu taken for the thirty-four million-odd contributed to McGovern in small--Oh
Christ, there’s a lot of hanky-panky in there, aud the
records used on it. are just too bad to find out auything.
DEAN.
That’s oue of the problems that he has-PRESIDENT.
That’s the problem, and can that be an issue ?
DEA~.
That will be an issue. That we have--There is a crew
working that, also.
PRESIDENT.
DO yOU need any IRS [unintelligible] stuff ?
DEAN.
Uh--Not at the-WAITER.
Would you care for some coffee?
DEAN.
NO, thank you, I’m fine. Uh, there is no need at this
hour for anything from IRS, and we have a couple
of sources over there that I Call gO to. I don’t have to
fool arouud with Johnnie Walters or anybody, we
can get right i1~ and ge&.what we need.
~
PRESIDENT.~’~aIk to Elliot-Gonip~r-~.(
DEAN.
I’ve, I’ve been preparing-~the, uh, the answers for the
briefing book and I just raised this with Ron, uh. It’s
my estimation, for what it’s worth, that probably this
week will draw more Watergate questions than any
other week you’re likely to see, uh, given the Gray
hearings, the new revelations about--they’re not new,
but they’re now substantiated--about Kalmbach and
Chapin that have been in the press.
TO tile effect of what ? They-PRESIDENT.
DE.~N.
That ~Chapin directed Kalmbach to pay Segretti, the
alleged sabotenr, somewhere between thirty-five and
forty thousand dollars. Uh, there is an awful lot of
that out in the press now.
PRESIDENT.
Yeah.
DE.\N.
There is also the question of Dean appearing, not
appearing~Dean’s role. There was more stories in
the Post this morning that. ’are absolutely inaccnrate, uh, about my turning information over to the

~~

PRESIDENT.
DEAN. .~
~]~
,/~’~
DEAN.
¯ PRESIDENT.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
I)EAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.

PRESIDENT.

DEAN.

PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.

D~AN.
PRESIDENT.

51

R~-election Committee for uh, uh--some woman over
there, Mrs. Hoback, signed an affidavit, gave it to
Birch Bayh, said that I was, uh, brought into
Mardian’s, Bob Mardian’s office within forty-eight
hours after a private interview I had with the Bureau,
and confronted with it, How did they know that?
Well, it came from internal sources over there, is how
they knew it.
From what?
~ ,Internal sources--this girl had told others tha.t .s.he
was doing this, and they just told, uh, just qmckly
~ to the top ~ she was out on her own.
She did. Said we had two or three of those.
Why did she ’do that
She’s a registered Democrat.
Why did we take her in
I’ll--T0 this day, I do not understand what she was
doing. And she was-Who was she working for
She worked in Stans’ operation.
[Unintelligible] that was a bright move.
It wasn’t a good move. He had--in fact, that was one
of our problems, was the; uh, the little pocket of
women that worked for Maury Stans. No doubt
about it, that was--things would have sailed a lot
smoother without that pack. Not that they had anything that was devastating.
Yeah. Well, now, ~vith regard to the questions, and
so forth, sure, uh, it would be my opinion, th.ough,
not to, not to dodge it just because there are going to
be questions.
Well, it’s going t.o be--Yon’re probably going to get
more questions this week. And the tough questions.
And some of them don’t have easy answers. For example, did Haldenlan know that, uh, there was a Don
.Segretti out there ? That question is, is likely.
Did he ? I don’t know.
He had, he had knowledge that there was somebody
in the field doing prankster-type activities.
Uh huh.
So I don’t know that. [Unintelligible]
So at this--I mean that’s the other thing-Yes, but what about, what abont my taking, uh,
basically, just trying to have to fight this thing at one
time. I can fight it later, but it’s not going to g.et a~.~y
better. I don~i think that the way to get into this, did
he know or not, I think the thing to say "This is a
matter being considered by a committee and I’m not
going to comment upon it while it’s being--I don’t
want to get into the business of taking each charge

I34
I~RESIDENT,

DEAN.

PRESIDENT.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.

PRESIDENT.

DEA~.
PRESIDENT.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.

PRESIDENT.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.

MARCH: 21, 1973~ P.M.

For all of us, for all of us. I mean, what the hell you
going to do? That’s why you’re, that’s why you,
you’re sort of wrestling with the idea of moving in
another direction.
That’s right. Uh, ’cause it’s not only that group, but
within this circle of people who have tid’bits of knowledge, there are a lot of weak individuals and any one
of those could cause it to blow: the secretary to
Gordon Liddy, uh,
Sloan.
the secretary to, uh, to Jeb Magruder.
Sloan.
Chuck Colson’s secretary, [unintelligible] before the
Senate Committee. And it’s not, it’s not only one
forum. There’s the civil suit filed by O’Briea which,
uh, for some reason we can’t get settled. They are
holding on to it. They are going to have rather intense
civil discovery. They may well work hand in glove
with that Senate Committee. They’re going to go out
and take depositions and start leaking things and
there’ll be inconsistencies. Leak what’s in the transcript of one and see who breaks out in the other.
There are all kinds of things they’ve got going right
now that, uh, would mean, uh, [unintelligible] hold
this thing together. And the other thing I must say
I’ve noticed is there is .a, there’s an attitude that has
grown amongst all the people that have been involved
in this thing to protect their own .behinds. And
they’re going to start going and hiring counsel.
Yeah. They’ve started to do that.
Oh yeah. Uh, Dwight, for example, now wants a lawyer; uh, uh, Kahnbach has hired himself a lawyer;
Colson has retained a lawyer; and now that we’ve
[unintelligible] enough to know that self-protection
is setting in.
Well, let’s not trust them.
Surely.
Maybe we face the situation, but we can’t do a damned
thing about the participants who are goin~ to get it
eventually, [unintelligible] why not now.~
Well, that-That’s, that’s what you’re sort of resigned to do.
Well, my thought is~.hat if it’s going to come it should
come in’a way that would not harm you and, uh, the
individuals bear part of i~.
Well, we don’t want to harm the people either. That’s
my concern. Well--survives them. Well, we can’t,
we can’t harm the, uh, ’these young people X mean I’m
damned concerned about all these people that were alI
working in
For my part-~vhatever they considered to be the best interests of’
the country, and so forth. I’ve never, I haven’t any
question as to--

IVLARCH 21, 1973, P.M.
HALDEMAN.
[ SEVERAL
VOICES. ]
PRESIDENT.

PRESIDENT.

DEAN.

PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.

EHRLICH]KAN.

DEAN.
UNIDENTIFIED.

DEAN.
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That’s right, we don’t have any question here of some
guy stashing money in his pocket.
[ Unintelligible]
[Unintelligible] it isn’t somthing, it isn’t it isn’t
something like Hiss, for example, God damned
treason. Something [unintelligible]
Or like Sherman Adams, doing it for his own comfort, or uh, Albert Fall, doing it for his own enrichment.
Yeah. That’s r!gh.t. That’s the point. That’s why I
I’m, I’m going to take a lot of the heat. [Coughs]
ll, we have to realize that, uh, the attrition is going
to be rather considerable. That, that’s your point,
isn’t i~ ?
I think it, it’s hard to prevent. Now, that’s why. I
raise the point of, of this immunity concept again.
That would take a lot of heat. Obviously, the immunity might But it also [unintelligible] you find
ca nnot be structured, t.hat you’re con , you’re concerned about, there’s something lurking here that has
been brought to your attention of recent. Uh, now is
the time ~o get the facts. People have been protecting themselves. Dean couldn’t get all the information.
People wouldn’t give it to him. Uh, there are indiaations now that there are 6ther thins, and you’d like
to get all this informa’tion and lay i~t before the public, but it’s not going to come out if people are going
to go take the Fifth Amendment before a grand jury.
1~’11 never be proved. I
And it isn’t going to come out of a committee.
It’s not going to come out of a committee, either. Uh,
for those reasons-Not in a fair way, that’s the point.
True. That’s right. Now Or it may never come out.
They may--They will probably never get it out
either, regardless of how clever they are. But now’s
the time to pull it up, all out [unintelligible]
Plus, they’re not going to have the key wit" nesses.
That’s right.
That’s right.
So therefore, you select a panel of, say the Deputy
Attorney General. the head of the Criminal Division,
the head of the Civil Division, something like that.
You call over everybody in the White House, and tell
them that we wan~, "I have been instructed by the
President, we’re to pu’t together exactly what happened. You won’t be prosecuted for it because, uh,
that’s not the point now. The point is to get out all
this information.,, And then you will make a decision,
based on what you learn, whether people can remain
in the government or not. And if it’s bad, uh, they’ll
be removed, ,they’ll be forced to resign. If it’s somet.h.ing ~hat, uh, is palatable, they’ll go on with their

~v.ye
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[Unintelligible]. But the headline for tonight will be
~IALDE~[AN.
¯ ,
GraySays Dean Lied.
If Gray had been--Gray apparently dIdn t know
pRESiDENT.
what the testin~ny was, is what,
He never really sought to find out the facts.
DEAN.
The question [unintelligible] earlier he just took
PRESIDENT.
the question without checking on it
The leading question--Yeah, I think the question
DEAN.
concerning the-Yeah, the, you know, the-Well, another factor, those agents may [unintelligible]
That’s right.
DEA~.
FBI ¯interview
with
Graysaid .that [unintelligible]
¯
.¯
-’
eto
Dean [unintelligible] question, he said, I 11 h_ay
check it out" when asked if Hunt had a White House
office. He wash% asked that. He was asked if they
could see, see the White House office. Said, "I’ll have
to check that out."
Well, you, will-PRESIDENT.
"~id Dean lie to the agents?" Byrd
HALDEI~AN.
asked Gray. ~ Looking back I would have to c.on.ciuue
that you were--everything was correct in wna~ you
say."
Yeah, but, uh~
PRESIDENT:
It’s s(mh ~n irrelevant point even, that’s the funny
DEAN.
thing.
Well, as a matter of fact, uh [unintelligible] such a
PRESIDENT.
thing that-They’re working on it rig_ht.n.ow;
DEAN.
[Unintelligible] talk to l~adtord ?
PltESIDENT.
I
think so.
DEAN.
Yeah, but [unintelligible] wasn’t Gray responsible
PRESIDENT.
Wasn’t Gray responsible for that ?
DEAN. ._ Well, Bull ~ right, ,now.~ I. ~u~.~t t a_lk_ta
~ ; ~ t~,~l~m. He said he’s qm~e ~mgn~enea .~o ..sly
,
],.~
’" ,,,-~riuhtened
is talking
t_o.
sg.tit
~"’~
~/.~"
~_ ,_somebody
__L
~..~ ~.o
indicated
he y,of,
s llKe
1~o ,now
nave an
,4 : ~ ~.~recor.ds
cause, UIl, UI[,
of
.all.the
~v~u **~o
~c~onve~::i°~e
. s ~V~nV
, ~ hvaodu .
~’/~’f
~’
the hearings. S.m.r~.ea.; no,w, ....... * ,n ~l~ir hearcalled me, initiate(1 me cans, ~o rvpu~v
in~s--wasn’t a problem.
_
I-IALDE~AN ¯
W_e,l.= 1, Hunt was-on the [snaps fingers]
He s a very down man right now, I might say also.
Did you check the specit~c FBI reports ?
MITCHELL.
Uh, they are trying to find it over there right now.
DEAN.
They are trying to find just how the draft of the
transcript originated. And, .
Yes.
ou know-ere~s the point, that some of the worst conclusions
about, you know, I’ve tried to cut off the FBI is sim,
ply ipacc_ura.te: .T..ha.,t’,s ~what isn’t true. That’s the

~i

DEAN.
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In fact that’s a good point for Ziegler to say, this
sort of:

UNIDENT~IED.

MITC~ELU
PRESIDENT.

~U~nt~lligible] .a~aw the c~ion, for instance
Well he may be feeling sorry for himself, you know,
and [unin~lligible]

~[ITCHELL.

UNIDENTIFIED-

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
UNIDENTIFIED.
UNIDENTIFIED.

DEAN.

PRESIDENT.

DEAN.
HALDEMAN.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
MITCHEIJ~.
DEAN.

PRESIDENT.
]~HRLICHMAN.
UNIDENTIFIED.
HALDEMAN.
PRESIDENT.
UNIDENTIFIED.
DEAN.
UNIDENTIFIED.
UNIDENTIFIED.

~ow, trying to
and he sa" ,
~ my voice
"Hold on just a minute."
faith." [~ughs]
~as he been coadhed by~omeone ¯
right
I don’t think so. ~ck Moore is talking
now and~ and [un~tdli~ble]
What did Dick, uh~ Dick, uh, say~ have to say about
it [unintdligibie]
Sure. The only la~er~
[Unintelli~ble] want to get on the wire right quick.
On the specifics of what the question was and what the
r~pon~ to it. Now, I think [unintelli~ble] Gray
[unintelli~ble]
~, they g~ martial where they wantS. The information was in the office.
I never~Down to this day t don t y
H, ~t.’~ safe was kept. ~, I don’t think there was
one was there ? [Umntelh~ble] .....
John’s been over--John’s been w~th Zmgmr this
morning.
Yeah. I le~ them to ~me over here and~
You did ~ You were with them. They are, uh~
They’re working on it,too.
[Un3ntelligible] they re working on the specifics.
Well, ~hey are trying to get all the facts right now,
as to what he might have repor~d as to how he came
up with the transcript in the hearings, and then
the frame up.
You were t~ing to get through to--with the [unintelligible] Silbert~you have to get the thing by Hunt.
Not before the Grand Jury.
You mean~
[Unintelli~ble]
Right. [Unintelligible]. Tell Ron [unintelligible]
[U~intelli~ble]
Well, maybe in the next twenty minutes I ought to
shoot back over there and, and ~ve her a call.
Shoot back [unintelli~ble]
[Unintelli~bl~]
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:ESIDENT,

Well, we’ll keep in touch with you, Dick, uh, basically
through Dean, uh, which is the .best ’way, uh, .in terms
of, uh, in terms of, u’h, of what, uh, of what we ’had
done .with the Committee [unintelligible] and that
those were in our guidelines. But then I think you,
you really got to ’be our Baker handholder, you know.
That’s a hell of a tough job, but, uh, I, if you have,
if you have to have him move in with you, then do
-: and
it, ’huh.~Yeah,, -. - _ .’.:I= . i
move him in. Yeah.
Yeah. Yeah.
Yeah, I understand. Postponed for two weeks.~
[Unintelligible]. Yeah, I know,
Right, I know.
Right. Right.
Yeah.
Yeah.
Yeah, apparently down here it means that,:uh, maybe
he’s a bit phony, but, uh, the other .aspect
[unintelligible].
Yeah, the trouble is, you know, is, uh, opened--I,
l understand you were as shocked as some, as I was
that raw files had already been made available to the
Committee.
Yeah.
Did he ? What do you think :about it ~.
Yeah. Well, do what you can.
Incidently, with Weicker, did you work that thing
out with him ? Uh, he, he said in public he still hadn’t
written a letter, you know--yeah.
When did you talk to him ? [Cough]
Yeah..
I expected that.
That’s right.
Yeah.
No, you don’t, you never had done that before. No,
that even goes further.
Right. Right. But we’re doing it in order that we get
clear--Yeah. All right, then, let’s leave it this way
You’ll handle, u’h, you’ll, you’ll handle Baker now,
huh ? You’ll babysit him, starting, like, like in about
ten minutes ~
All right. Okay.
[Hangs up.]
We’re fairly certain You could probably hear this
afternoon. He said, he said he’s called Baker about,
oh, dozens of times, and Baker--it seems she’s out of
town making a speech [unintelligible] .and this trip
just goes on, and on, and on. But, he’ll try. He’ll call
him right away. He said he talked ~o Weicker for
hour on the phone [unintelligible] furnishing the
files [unintelligible]. ~¥ell, anyway, he says he talked
to him for an hour and a half.
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UNIDENTIFIED.
PRESIDENT.
HALDEi~IAN.

EHRLICHB[AN.
PRESIDENT.
EHRLICH]KAN.
PRESIDENT.
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[ Unintelligible]
When I talked to Kleindieaast [uninte!ligible]. Maybe
it’s not Kleindienst; maybe it’s Baker.
I would guess that there’s truth, truth to that, too.
I have always said, they’re always down here bitching
about nobody c~lling them~ nobody giving them anything and all that. They say, "When you catch them,
you can’t get to them."
[Unintelligible] catch them [unintelligibleJ pass the
word to Colson, WebsterThat’s right.
And this-And his, and his, and incidentally, it just looks like
he--his Administrative Assistant called Colson. Now
that’s what Colson informed me. And I said, "But,
what the hell," he said, [unintelligibleJ, but I said,
uh -

EHRLICH~AN.
PRESIDENT.

Well, that isn’t a casual pitch.

DEAN.

Maybe he’s looking for some--Baker’s looking for
some, some sort of a link with the White House.
~Iaybe that’s what he’s
Well
trying to hint a~.
It’s go~ to be Kleindieust. Go ahead on executive
priv-ilege, I suppose--How would you, uh, how would
you handle it, hh ?
All I have worked out was
Work out the arrangements.
the best formula that we’ve discussed.
Well, I guess under the, under the, uh, under the
situation that you, uh, under the statement that we
have, we’re in a position .to, to [unintelligibleJ I
think we could, uh, we’re in a position to, uh, negotiate with the Committee as to how, but we are not in
a position to have, uh, to, uh, to cross the bridge in
t~rms of saying that Hunt and Liddy will go down
and testify and that members of the White House
staff will testify’ in open, public session, or something
like that. But you’ve got a lot of
Formal
other things-Formal is the word.
Formally is the word I use.
Uh And incidentally, that’s what I told Baker, too. I
said, "Fine that’s the term."
On executive-We begin with that proposition--I’d be comfortable
there and see what you can get by with.
On executive privilege, Mr. President, stay well
aware that some have waived it, and the more I think
about it [unintelligible]
Yes.

UNIDENTIFIED.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.

MITCHELL.
PRESIDENT.
MITCHELL.
PRESIDENT.

EHRLICHi~IAN.
PRESIDENT.
EHRLICHi~AN.
PRESIDENT.
UNIDENTIFIED.
PRESIDENT.

PRESmENT.
I~ITOHELL.

No.
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No, they are not.
Well-Not executive privilege.
EHRLICH]~AN.
Yeah, all right~
In fact you have-MITCHELL.
UN~ENT~D. [Unintelligible] executive-E~ICH~AN.
All right. It’s the closest thing to it. But the point
is, who’s privilege is it to assert ? Now, what do you
do if it’s Chapin ? i think, I, I haven’t thought this-this is the reason I called you here to figure out wha.t
the scenario is but I assume what would happen is
that immediately the subpoena issued, that, that on
behalf of the President a letter would go to the Committee saying the Executive asserts privilege.
Let me ask this. Uh, the, this question is for John
PRESIDENT.
Ehrlichman and, uh, John Dean. Uh, now you were
the two who felt the strongest, uh. on the executive
privilege thing [unintelligible]. If I am not mistaken, you thought we ought to draw the line where
we did [unintelligible]. Have you changed your
mind now ?
No sir, I think it’s a. I think it’s a terrific statement.
DEAN.
It’s It, it puts you just where you should be. It’s got
enough, flexibility in it. It’s-But ~ow--what all that $ohn Mitchell is arguing,
-_.
then, is that now we. we use flexibility
That’s correct. ~ ~2~ ~/-_ =F~
in order to get on_~.~h the coverup plan.
EHRLICH~IAN.
And, as I told hii~am, am so convinced we’re right
on the statement that I l~ave never gone beyond float.
He argues that we’re being hurt badly by the way it’s
being handled. And I am willing--let’s see
That’s the point.
HALDEMAN.
I think that’s a valid evaluation, I think [unintelligible]
MITCHELL.
See. that’s ,the only point, the only point-Yeah.
HALDEM[AN.
~vhere the President
HALDE]M[AN.
That’s where you look like you’re covering up right
now. That’s the only thing, the only active step
you’ve taken to cover up the Watergate all along.
That’s right.
PRESIDENT.
What is ~.
DEAN.
Was that.
PREsmENT.
Ev--, even though we’ve offered to cooperate.
HALDEMAN.
To the extent--and on legal grounds, and, and
preceden,t,
That’s righ,t.
PRESmENT.
HALDEMAN.
and tradition, and constitutional grounds and all
that stuff you, you’re just fine, but to the guy sitting
at home Who ++arches John .Chancellor say that the
President is covering this up by re , this historic
review blankets the widest exercise of executive
M.ITCHELL.
]~HRLICH~[AN.
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privilege in American history, and all that. He s~ys,
"What the hall’s he covering up ? I~ he’s got no prSblem why doesn’t he let them go and talk?"
And it relates to the Watergate, it doesn’t relate to
MITCHELL.
Henry Kissinger
That’s right.
HALDE]KAN.
or foreign affairs.
MITCHELL.
That’s right. Precedent and all that business,they
HALDEI~AN.
don’t know what you’re talkinga_bout.
Well, maybe then we shouldn’t have maae the statePRESIDENT.
merit.
I think we should have because it puts you in a mu~h
HALDEMAN.
better position to--They were over here. That’s what
Ervin wanted. He wanted all of us up there--unlimited, total, wide open. We--The statement in a
sense puts us over here. Now you move back to about
here and probably you can get away with it.
Well, you can get away with it in the Watergate
E HRLICH]~AN.
context. You see, you said
That’s right.
HALDEIKAN,
executive privilege would work and, and then, then
F~HRLICHB[AN.
you’ve applied it in the first instance to Gray. You
s-aid this fellow can’t go.
That’s right.
PRESIDENT.
And, I wouldn’t change that.
EHRLICIIMAN.
I [unintelligible]
PRESIDENT.
I can’t anything about that.
EHRLICH]KAN.
Great.
PRESIDENT.
Exactly right.
EHRLICH~AN.
Right.
PRESIDENT.
At the same time-EHRLICHI~AN.
By the way isn’t that [unintelligible]
MITCHELL.
[l~nintelligible]
EHRLICHI~AN.
That’s right.
PRESIDENT.
EHRLICH~AN.
Uh
[Unintelligible] one syllable names.
PRESIDENT.
At the same time, uh. you are in a position to say,
EHRLICH~AN.
"Oh, well now this. this other case. and what I, what
I’m going to do there, consistent with my statement,
is so and so. and’so and so."
Because it very clearly The questions that the
HALDE~MAN.
Committee p.roperly wants to ask don’t have any
bearing on these people’s relationship to the President. Which they don’t. The President had nothing
to do with it.
UNIDENTIFIED.
I don’t know at ~11. I
EHRLICHMAN.
There again, it’s going to be hard to get proof. Well,
it’ll be hard to--if you--You’re right, we,re going
to need some kind of a PR campaign.
Yes, that’s tr~ue.
~’[NIDENTIFIED.
That’s true, what ?
PRESIDENT.
EHRLICH]gAN.
For the average guy.
PRESIDENT.
Is thinking about [uniDtel|i~ble] Dean

PP~SIDENT.

PRESIDENT.
MITCHF_J~.
PRESIDENT.

MITCHELL.
PKESIDENT.
M!TCHELL.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
MITCHELL.

PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
MITCHELL.
PRESIDENT.
MITCHF, LL.

~[ITCHF, LL.
PRESIDENT.
MITCHELL.

PRESIDENT.

M~TCn~LL.
PRESIDENT.

Not that your letter was wrong--it was right. But,
uh, the whole~ written interrogatory, we didn’t discuss other possibilities.
.~
With respect to your ex-employces, you have the s~m~!
problem of getting into areas of p~ivileged commu:!
nications. You certainly can make a good case for
keeping them in executive session.
That’s right.
[Unintelligible]
And, and in this sense the precedent for working-=~:
you can dolt in cases in the future, which [unintelligible] executive session, and then the privilege
be raised without having, uh, on a legal basis, without having the gnilt by the Fifth Amendment. not
like pleading the Fifth Amendment-Right.
the implication always being raised.
[Unintelligible] and self-protection in that view
What ? Yeah.
[Unintelligible] Fifth Amendment.
That’s right. That’s what we’re going to do here.
Those boy, this thing has to be turned around. Got
to get you off the lid.
Right:
All right.
All right, fine, Chuck.
Good to see you.’--How long were you in Florida ? Just, uh-I was down there overnight. I was four hours on the
witness stand testifying for the government in these.
uh, racket cases involving wiretapping. The Goddamn fool Judge down there let them go all over the
lot and ask me any questions that they wanted to. Just
ridiculous. You know, this had, all has to do with the
discretionary act of signing a piece of paper that I’m
authorized by the statute. There were twenty-seven
hood lawyers that questioned me.
You know, uh, the, uh, you, you can say when I [unintelligible] I was going to say that the, uh [Picks u.p
phone] Can you get me Prime Minister Trudeau
_Canad_a, please. [Hangs up] I was going to say that
Dean has really been, uh, something on this.
That he has, Mr. President, no question about it. he’s
a verv-Son-~f-.a-bitching tough thing.
You’ve got a very solid guy that’s handled some tough
things. And, I also want to say these lawyers that you
have think very highly of him. I. know that John
spends his time with certain ones--Dean ? Discipline is very high.
Parkinson, O’Brien.
Yes, Dean says it’s great. Well, you know I feel for
all, the people, you know, I mean everybody that’s in:
volved. Hell, is all we’re doing is their best to [un-

intelligible] and so forth. [unintelligible]. That’s,
that% why I can’t let you go, go down. John ? It’s all
h__~t. Come in.
DEAN.

PRESIDENT.
DEAN.

MITCH]~LL.

DEAN.
MITCHELL.

P~S~DENT.
DEAN.

~

:)~RESIDENT.

MITCHELL.
PRESIDENT.

MITCHELL.
PRESIDENT.

~

Did you find out anything ~.
I was, I went over to Ziegler’s office. They have an
office over there. Paul O’Brien’ll be down here in~.a
little while to see you. I’m going over to Ziegler’s
office and finish this u~ now.
Are you coming back.
Yes, I’ll come back over here then.
Okay.
Yeah. Well, when you come back he can, uh, is that
office open for John now ?
Yes.
Then he can go over there as soon [unintelligible]
this. But, uh, the, uh, the one thing I don’t want to do
is to-- Now let me make this clear. I, I, I thought
it was, uh, very, uh, very cruel thing as it turned
out--although at the time I had to tell [unintelligible] what happened to Adams. I don’t want it to
happen with Watergate--the Waterga.te matter. I
think he made a, made a mistake, but he shouldn’t
have been sacked, he shouldn’t have bee.n~A_n~ _ulna?
for that reason, I am perfectly willing to-- 1
g~’ve a shit what. happens.,
all to stonewall
it, let them plead the Flf~~o~er-up or
That’s
the
anything else, if it 11 save it save %he ]~.~z.:-_-:
~ -whole poin-~ On the other hand, uh, u~, I w~
fer, as I sa~-’~to you, that you dolt the other way. And"
I would uartic~larly pre~er to do it that other way if
it’s goin~to ~ome out that way anyway. And that m_y
vie~, that, uh, with the number of jackass people
that they’ve got that they can call, they’re going to-The story they get out through leaks, charges, and so
forth;i~nd innuendos, will be a hell of a lot worse than
the story they’re going to get out by just letting it out
there.
Well
I don’t know. But that’s, uh, you know, up to this
point, the whole theory has been containment, as you
know, John.
Yeah.
And now, now we’re shifting. As far as I’m concerned, actually from :a personal standpoint, if you
weren’t making a personal sacrifice ~t’s unfai~:~
Italdeman and Dean. That’s what Eisenhower~
that’s all he cared about. He only cared about~
Christ, "Be sure he was clean." Both in the fund
thing and the Adams thing. But I don’t look at it that
~ay. And I just--That’s the thing I am really concerned with. We’re going to protect our people~ if we
can.
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PRESIDENT.

MITCHELL.

P~SIDENT.

Wel!, the important thing is to get you up above "it
for this first operation. And then to see where the
chips fall and, Uh~ and, uh, get through this Grand
Jury thing up here. Uh, then the Committee is an.other question. [Telephone rings] What we ought to
have is a reading as to what is [telephone rings]
coming out of this Committee and we. if we handle
the cards as it progresses. [Telephone rings]
Yeah. But anyway, we’ll go on. And. uh, I think in
order it’ll probably turn just as well, getting them
in the position of, even though it hurts for a little
while.
Yeah.

You know what I mean. People say, "Well, the President’s [unintelligible]," and so forth. Nothing is
lasting. You know people get so disturbed about [unintelligible]. Now, when we do move [unintelligi’ble]
we can move, in a, in a, in a~ in the proper way.
M~ITCHELL.
If you can do it in a controlled way it would help and
good, but. but, but the other thing you have to
remember is that this stuff is going to come out of
that Committee. whether
That’s right.
PRESIDENT.
MITCHELL.
And it’s going to come out no matter what.
PRESIDENT.
As if, as if I, and then it looks like I tried to keep it
......... Jy~m_~coming out.
¯
MITCHELL.
That’s why it’s important that that statement go up
to the Committee.
PRESIDENT.
[Picks up phone.] Hello. I don~t want to talk. Sure.
[Hangs Up.] Christ. Suf*gUwe’ll-MITCHELL.
It’s like these Gray, Gray hearings. They had it five
days running that the files were turned over to John
Dean, just five days running the same story.
:
PRESIDENT.
Same story.
MITCHELL.
Right.
PRESIDENT.
The files should have been ~fi~:ned over.
MITCHELL.
Just should have. should haw demanded them. You
should have demanded all of them.
PRESIDENT.
[Unintelligible] what the hell was he doing as counsel to the President without getting them ~. He was
I told him to conduct an investigation, and he did.
MITCHELL.
I know.
PRESIDENT.
Well. it’s like everything else.
MITCHELL.
Anything else for us t(>-PRESIDENT.
Get on that other thing. If Baker can Baker is not
proving much of a reed up to this point. He’s smart
enough.
MITCHELL.
Howard is smart enough, but, uh, we’ve got to carry
him. Uh. I think he has and i,ve be~n puzzling over a
way to have a liaison with him and. and. uh-PRESIDENT.
He won’t talk on the phone with anybody according
to Kleindienst. He thinks his phone is tapped.
MITCHELL.
He does?
P~.~m~,~.
Who’s taooin~ his 1)hone?

I don’t know.
,~
Who would he think~ who would he think wo~ld tap
his phone ? I guess maybe that we would.
I don’t doubt that.
He must think that Ervin-Maybe.
Or, or a newspaper.
Newspaper, or, or the Democratic Party, or somebody There’s got to be somebody to h’aison with
Khendmnst to get m a positron where It s all mght
from foreknowledge through Kliendienst.
You really wonder if you take Wally Johnson and,
uh He’s a pretty good boy, isn’t h~
Yeah. [Unintelligible]
You might, you might throw that out to Dean. Dean
s~ys he doesn’t w~t to be in such a~ such u public
position. ~ talk~ to the At~ey GenerM [unintelligible] Wally Johnson. And he s~id that
Well, he will b~ in th~ D~p~menL
Yeah.
tMking to th~ De~
[Unintelligible]~sfiel~ down ther~
Everything else un~ntrol~ "
Ye~h. we’re M1 doing fine. I think~ tho~gh~: that as
long ~. uh, everyone and-so fo~h is ~ ~h~[unintelligible] still [unintelligible]
All of W~shington~the public interest in this thing~

~ITCttELL.

PRESIDENT.
MITCHELL.
PRESIDENT.
MITCHELL.
PRESIDENT.
MITCHELL.

PRESIDENT.

M~TCHELL.
PRESIDENT.

MITCHELL.
PRESIDENT.
MITCHELL.
PKE~IDENT.
MITCHELL.
PRESIDENT.

~
MITCHELL.
PRESIDENT.

MITCHELL,
PRESIDENT.
MITCHELL.
PRESIDENT.

MITCHELL,
PRESIDENT.
MITCHELL.
PRESIDENT.
MITCHELL.
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Isn~unintelligi~~ Na~rmes the
sh~ ~us here in re~ [unintelligible]
Just in time.
But the point is that, uh, I don’~There’s no n~d
for him to ~stify. I have nothing but intuition, but
h~ll. I don’t know. I, but--Again you really have to
prot~t the Presidency, too. That’s the point.
~ell~ ~this d~s no violence to the Presidency at all,
this concept~
~e whole scena~.o.
Y~ah.
No, it, uh, uh, d , that’s what I mean. The Ou~ose
of this scenario is to clean the Presidency. [Unintelligibl~] what they say "All right. Here’s the repot,
we’re going to cooperate with the Committee." and
so forth and so on. Th~ main ~hing is to answer [unintelligible] a~d that should be a God damned satisfactory ~nswer, John.
It should be.
Shouldn’t it.
It answers all of their complaints they’ve had to du~.
That’s right. They get cross-examination.
Right. They get ever~hing but the public spectacle.
Public spectacle. And the reason we don’t have that
is ~cau~ you h~v~ to ar~e

APRIL 16~ 1973~ P.M.
RESIDENT.
EAN..
RFgSIDENT.
EAN.

RESIDENT.
EAN.
RESIDENT.
EAN.
F,~SIDENT.
EAN.
RESIDENT.
FAN.
RF~IDENT.

’FAN.
RESIDENT.
FAN.
R~-~SIDENT.
EAN.
RF~IDENT.
FAN.
RESIDENT.
EAN.
RESIDENT,
EAN.
RESIDENT.
EAN.
RESIDENT.
EAN.
RESIDENT.
EAN.
RESIDENT.

So you will so testify, then.
That’s right. Absolutely.
[Unintelligible]
That’s correct. But I don’t know, and I assume that,
uh Bob didn’t-never told me to the contrary, that
nothing happened from the time of that meeting
where he told me to, "Don’t do anything about it and
just stay away from it, don’t talk to them." And
.Liddy agreed not to. I said to Liddy, "The last thing
is that I’m never going to talk to you about this
again, Gordon." What I thought was, that inaction
would result in their, in their [unintelligible]
Inaction from you.
Inaction from me. Without my hands at that stage-Yeah, but then you, then when it happened-I don’t know-You don’t even know the Mitchell thing, do you
Well, I, I don’t have direct know-Magruder says,
Yea~h.
he says that, uh [unintelligible] I, feel that your
statement is consistent with what you told me
earlier.
That’s right.
I wish you would tell, uh [unintelligible]. I don’t
really-[Unintelligible] come down strong on-"
[Unintelligible] White House and Haldeman [unintelligible]. You admit that he said, he said, "~Absolutely not," and he agreed.
That’s right.
That’s what, uh [unintelligible]
And Bob and I have gone over that after the fact,
and he recalls my coming into that office
Yeah. Uh huh.
and telling him
Yeah.
that, about this crazy scheme that’s being cooked up.
You want to go over and get, uh, get together, uh-I’ll work on this statement
[Unintelligible]
and then we’ll have something.
Uh huh.
Too much to, to put people on administrative leave
that are going to go before the Grand Jury.
Bill Rogers. They’re gonna have him over there [unintelligible]
And so I think that-Everybody’s in the middle of this John.
That’s right.
None of us can really, none of us, I don’t think, uh
[unintelligible]
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DEA N.
PRESIDENT.

DFAN.
PRESIDENT.

DFAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.

DEA N.
PRESIDENT.

PRESIDENT.
])RESIDENT.

PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.
PRESIDENT.
DEAN.

PRESIDENT.

DEAN.

PRESIDENT’

PRESIDENT.
PRESIDENT.

DEAN.

PRESIDENT.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.

DEAN.
PRESIDENT.

All I’m trying to think is how to g~t you
That’s right. The whole point. I don’t know how. It’s
just, uh, hard to think of it. I tried to get to talk,
uh, with [unintelligible] negotiate for Magruder.
Can’t [unintelligible]--Yes, I said, "No abuse."
Right.
[Unintelligible]
[Unintelligible] Magruder [unintelligible]
They’re taking him into court to do this.
Huh ?
They’re going to take Magru-I know.
--der into court to do this.
u Lavelle W~p_t... [Unintelligible]
know. [Unintelligible]
I don’t think we’re going to have many leaks out of
the Grand Jury or~ or the [unintelligible] court.
Local court et cetera~
Uh, but, uh, what do you think John [unintelligible]
operating too shoIt ¯ by a day.
What about Hunt, too.
You, Haldeman and Ehrlichman. Magruder knows.
I’d like to follow that. [Unintelligible]
What--How c~n he respond to that ? I don’t understand that.
Uh huh.
[Uninteligible] his testimony before the Grand Jury.
This testimony makes a statement [unintelligible]
I can’t in public statement without naming any_ind.ividuals. [Unintelligible] the rights of that individual. That’s why I don’t think that I, I can’t forsee
what he’s going to say~ [Unintelligible] naming any,
any individual.
Ydu see~ I think my own [unintelligible] I requested
that the U.S. Attorney call before the Grand Jury.
[Unintelligible] ~ll, a’ll your staff.
I am to cooperate.
Um huh.
How about trying that for a little [unintelligible]
John ? [Unintelligible] if the white House staff gets
called before the Grand Jury and questioned.
The prosecution will [unintelligible] needed somebody to wash or, or the like. They may or may not
want to hear, and--by the way, I would, I would
bounce that one offof Henry, uh-Yeah, EhrliChman and Haldeman and Magruder.
It is, it has been? Or~
We can always find reasons.
And Hunt’s.
[Unintelligible] oh, my God, we’ve got to leave [unintelligible] Ehrlichman und Haldeman predict,
thank God [unintelligible] world. They were on top;
they’re shot down.

~

[nvestlgatlon of Submission of Presidential Transcripts
House Judiciary Committee ~

On April 30, 1974, President Nixon authorized the submission to
the House Judiciary Committee, and the release to the public, of a
aumber of transcripts of recorded conversations. The Committee had
~ubpoenaed the original tapes of these conversations in connection
with its impeachment inquiry. At the same time, the President offered
to allow the Committee’s chairman and ranking minority member
to listen to the original tapes and verify the accuracy and completeaess of the transcripts. The Committee declined this offer.
The Committee and WSPF had already obtained some of the tapes
of conversations included in the transcripts, and comparision of the
WSPF transcripts with the White House transcripts showed that the
latter contained several omissions of portions of conversations. The
prosecutors made some inquiries in the months following the transcripts’ release, but investigation had to await WSPF’s receipt of
additional tapes in August 1974, pursuant to the trial subpoena in the
Watergate cover-up case. A full-scale investigation began early in 1975
to determine whether various materials were deleted from the transcripts for the purpose of obstructing the Judiciary Committee!s
inquiry in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1505. To
establish a violation of this section it would be necessary to prove that
portions of the conversations damaging to the President were willfully
deleted with the corrupt intent to mislead the Committee.
Certain problems made the necessary elements difficult to prove.
The Committee already possessed the tapes of several of these conversations, and as to these, White House deletions in transcripts
could not mislead or obstruct the Committee. The WSPF investigation thus excluded those transcripts from consideration. Further,
President Nixon submitted his transcripts with the express statement
that he was providing only the information that he felt was necessary
to Committee business. More significantly, however, in view of the
White House offer to allow Committee representatives to listen to the
tapes for their own verification, corrupt intent was difficult, if not
impossible, to establish unless direct proof existed either to negate
the bona tides of this Presidential offer to the Committee, or to show
an explicitly stated intention to deceive. Finally, the White House
transcripts carefully noted that deleted material was "not related to
Presidential action" (emphasis supplied). The choice of this language
to characterize the deletions introduced great ambiguity in the intent
factor; an advocate could state with literal truth that the Committee
was put on notice by this language that Watergate-related conversa1 Although this matter arose as part of the Watergate cover-up investigation,
the inquiry detailed in this section was conducted by attorneys not assigned to
the Watergate Task Force.
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tions may have been omitted from the transcripts when the conversation had not been followed by specific actions.
This investigation was conducted in large part through the interviewing of various witnesses by WSPF and the FBI, outside of the
grand jury. The investigation began with a comparison of WSPF
transcripts with those prepared by the White House. Seven or eight
deletions were selected which, because of their length and nature,
could not realistically have been omitted because of a problem in
audibly determining what was on the tape. WSPF focused the investigation on these deletions and attempted to determine why they
took place. Almost all persons involved in the preparation of the
transcripts in the White House were interviewed to track the transcription process and the course of decision-making as to the deletions.
These and other persons were also interviewed in order to check the
bona tides of the Presidential offer to have Committee representatives
listen to the entire tape for omissions they thought might be relevant
to the Committee impeachment inquiry.
WSPF concluded that there is strong circumstantial evidence
that at least some of the lengthy deletions were deliberate, but no
prosecution was possible. No direct evidence existed to overcome the
above problems of establishing the necessary criminal intent. In
addition, all the available evidence indicated that the verification
offer by the White House to the Committee was made with full
expectation that the offer might indeed be accepted.
~DIRTY TRICKS"~ INVESTIGATION

In October 1973 several newspapers reported’that President
Nixon’s re-election campaign included an undercover network of
agents who had engaged in various kinds of political espionage and
sabotage against candidates for the Democratic Presidential nomination. The reported activities came to be known collectively as "dirty
tricks," and included forging letters and other literature which unfairly attacked some candidates, planting manufactured stories in
the press, copying documents from campaign files, and recruiting
people to ask embarrassing questions at candidates’ rallies or to picket
such rallies on behalf of opposing candidates. The Washington Post
identified California lawyer Donald Segretti as the director of these
operations and reported that he had been recruited and paid by
White House staff members and re-election campaign aides.
The press disclosures, along with complaints by one of the Democratic candidates whose Florida primary campaign had been a target
of such activities, led the U.S. Attorney’s office for the Middle District of l~:lorida to conduct an investigation with the help of the FBI.
Segretti and George A. Hearing, one of Segretti’s associates, were
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To: ahr@indiana.edu
Subject: Attached article for submission
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 2009 13:24:10 -0500
X-AOL-IP: 97.97.174.42
X-MB-Message-Source: WebUI
From: pkling5596@aol.com
X-MB-Message-Type: User
X-Mailer: AOL Webmail 40627-STANDARD
X-Spam-Flag: NO
To the editor: Please find attached an article on Stanley Kutler and his editing of
the Nixon tapes in Abuse of Power: The New Nixon Tapes for submission to the
AHR. Both the evidence and the article itself have already undergone substantial
peer review from Dr. Fred Graboske, former senior Nixon tape archivist, and Dr.
Joan Hoff, Dr. Irwin Gellman, and Dr. Herb Parmet. They all, as you know, are
distinguished American historians and Nixon scholars. Each will be delighted to
verify their involvement. Each has contributed thoughts and suggestions to the
development of this piece. Each has approved this article’s submission. The tape
evidence upon which this article is based is linked to the nixon.org web site so
that readers may verify the evidence on their own.
There is one principal reason I have chosen to submit this to the AHA. While
shocking and controversial, it nonetheless contains the incontrovertible evidence
that the history of Watergate as Dr.Kutler presented it in Abuse of Power is not
correct. Because of his editing, I am forced to refer in the article to the ethics
statement of the AHA itself. He has egregiously violated the profession’s position
on the integrity of the historical record by deliberately altering evidence.
Considering the reliance by researchers on his book, his deliberate alterations
need to be made public to the scholars, researchers, and teachers that the AHA
serves. All scholars are entitled to the best possible historical record available
from which to work.
On the matter of my own academic credentials, I received my Ph.D. in American
History from the University of Florida, and I am the former Doyle Carleton Jr.
Curator for Florida History and Politics at the University of South Florida, author
of Josiah T. Walls: Florida’s Black Congressman of Reconstruction (University
Presses of Florida, 1976) and Neither Dies Nor Surrenders: A History of the
Republican Party in Florida from Reconstruction Through Claude R. Kirk
(University Presses of Florida, 1986). Currently I teach American History Since
the WWII as an adjunct professor of history for Lake-Sumter Community
College, Leesburg, Florida.
Thank you for your attention to this submission.

ABUSE OFPOWER: A REVIEW AND INQUIRY INTO STANLEY KUTLER’S
EDITING OF THE NIXON TAPES
By Peter D. Klingman

Historian Stanley I. Kutler has been a member of the University of Wisconsin Law
School faculty since 1987, the E. Gordon Fox Professor of American Institutions specializing in
American legal and political institutions. He is the author or editor of numerous works, among
them are The Wars of Watergate: The Last Crisis of Richard Nixon, (Alfred A. Knopf, 1990),
which was the first full-length account of the Watergate scandal written by a trained historian,
and The Encyclopedia of the Vietnam War (MacMillan, 1997). In addition, Professor Kutler has
authored or edited a half-dozen textbooks in various fields of American history; his scholarly
articles have appeared in leading history and legal periodicals, and he has written for such
mainstream periodicals as the New York Times and The Nation, as well as for well-known
websites like slate.com and huffingtonpost.com. He has also been the historical advisor for the
1994 Emmy-winning television documentary Watergate, and the founding editor of Reviews in
American History. Stanley Kutler is also a prize winning author. His study of the McCarthy era,
The American Inquisition (Farrar Straus & Giroux, 1984), received the Silver Gavel Award from
the American Bar Association; and the Association of Book Publishers named Kutler’s fourvolume Encyclopedia of Twentieth Century America (Prentice Hall) the best reference book of
1996.
Stanley Kutler is an established authority on the Nixon White House tapes because of his
work on Watergate. After the existence of the secret taping system was publicly disclosed in
July 1973, in testimony before the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities
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- better known simply as the Senate Watergate committee - President Nixon fought in federal
court to keep the tapes private. A yearlong legal struggle ultimately saw Nixon compelled by a
ruling of the U.S. Supreme Court, in July 1974, to turn selected tapes over to the Watergate
Special Prosecution Force (WSPF). The effect of the ruling, and Nixon’s compliance with it,
was fatal to his presidency: He resigned from office within days of the release of the relevant
transcripts.

Exactly which tapes the prosecutors sought was determined in large part by the guidance
of John W. Dean III, the former White House counsel who had helped manage the Watergate
cover-up but who ultimately traded his testimony about the matter in exchange for lenient
sentencing, and became the chief prosecution witness against the disgraced president and his
indicted former aides. As Renata Adler, a former staff member of the House Judiciary
Committee during its impeachment proceedings against Nixon, has observed: "It has always
been an anomaly that whatever we know, from tapes or other sources, about the offenses that led
to Nixon’s departure from office is based, in one way or another, on what was known to John
Dean." (1)

For two decades after Nixon’s resignation, the ex-president continued to fight in court to
prevent the National Archives from releasing the vast bulk of the 3,700 hours of recordings made
during his presidency. This legal battle continued even after Nixon’s death in April 1994, with
his estate representing the interests of the late ex-president. Around that time, Kutler joined with
Public Citizen, the non-profit advocacy group, in a civil lawsuit designed to compel the Nixon
estate and the National Archives to make the tapes accessible to researchers. The lawsuit was
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settled in April 1996, with provisions for the National Archives to release promptly some 200
hours of so-called "abuse of power" segments - those tapes capturing Nixon or his aides
discussing or committing unethical or illegal acts - and to follow suit with the remaining 3,000
hours in chronological order over ensuing years. (2)

Kutler was among the first historians to use the White House tapes to support his research
on Watergate. When he published the Wars of Watergate: The Last Crisis of Richard Nixon in
1990, his main themes - that Watergate scandal was rooted in Nixon’s lifelong political
personality, and Nixon was at all times in charge of his administration’s handling of it - his use
of the tapes supported his main themes.

In Wars of Watergate, Chapter 11, Kutler’s major thesis concerning Nixon, John Dean,
and the cover-up was that Nixon developed a new strategy that hinged on the president taking
command of the cover-up. Dean was increasingly feeling pressure after Patrick Gray, acting
director of the FBI, disclosed to the Senate that he regularly sent Dean FBI investigative reports,
including Watergate. Kutler argued that Gray’s nomination to be permanent FBI director
brought Dean’s involvement closer and closer to Nixon - "his intimate dealings in the Oval
Office." On March 17, Dean succumbed to the pressure. Kutler declared: "He had to let it all
hang out." The Cancer on the Presidency meeting on March 21 resulted because Dean was
"determined to share the growing problem with the President." And almost heroically, Dean
"would not budge," despite a two-hour delay in seeing Nixon, according to Kutler. (3)
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Kutler and the Free Press division of Simon and Schuster produced Abuse of Power: The
New Nixon Tapes in 1997. Kutler selected 201 hours of transcripts from Nixon Oval Office
conversations, and he adapted its title from the 1974 Presidential Recordings and Materials
Preservation Act. These Watergate tapes were identified in the Act as the Abuse of Government
Power tapes. Since Abuse of Power appeared, it has become the standard reference work for
scholars and students either unwilling or unable to listen to the Watergate tapes themselves.
Scholars in their own publications have widely referenced this volume; Simon and Schuster
advertises on its website that more than forty authors have cited Kutler’s work, and it also has
been used in college classrooms as documentary evidence to explain Nixon and his
administration’s handling of Watergate. (4)

Given the poor quality of the tapes - it is often impossible to hear stretches of the Oval
Office conversations or to identify who is speaking at a given moment- and lacking today’s
audio technology that can greatly enhance sound, producing Abuse of Power was a challenging
task. Kutler declared that the process of editing the tapes was, as he described it "complicated
and difficult." His editorial note describes the editing methods he adopted to make it less so:
I edited the conversations with an eye toward eliminating what I believe
insignificant, trivial or repetitious. I have used ellipses to telescope many
conversations and often have omitted dutiful choruses of agreement by those
present unless I believed them particularly important. The dialogue of
innumerable uses of ’right,’ ’yeah,’ and ’okay’ often has been dropped.
Kutler was "aware of my responsibility for accuracy, knowing I have compiled a
historical record that others will use. Some might find occasional errors in the rendering of
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particular words, but I am confident that there is no distortion of the thrust or intent of the
passages." (Author’s emphasis in bold face italics added) (5)

Unfortunately for Kutler’s readers, there are. A review of key Abuse of Power transcripts
alongside the original "abuse of power" recordings reveals Kutler made substantial edits that did
not conform to his stated methodology -- indeed, that he willfully and consciously distorted
certain conversations. Those conversations, without Kutler’s distortions, between President
Nixon and John Dean from March 13 to March 20 change our understanding of Watergate.

Kutler purposefully omitted crucial statements and acts of the president and Dean, his
chief accuser, in their meetings that week. The exchanges and conversations that he failed to
publish are not "insignificant, trivial, or repetitious." If Kutler had published the tapes of that
week accurately, the reader would have to conclude that Dean was more actively involved in the
cover-up than Kutler had said in 1990 and what most scholars, journalists, and television
productions have taken as fact. For almost forty years Dean has been at the center of the
Watergate saga involving the White House tapes: namely, his conversations with Nixon when he
was White House counsel in March 1973, ostensibly investigating the break-in and cover-up for
the president. Nixon was guilty but not alone in attempting to obstruct justice. In the days
preceding Dean’s Cancer on the Presidency meeting of March 21, 1973, and his defection
thereafter to become Nixon’s primary accuser, the White House tapes seem to show that Nixon
and Dean managed the cover-up.
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This article is not meant to address long standing conflicts in the meaning of Watergate.
It is about the integrity of the historical record of a crucial week that Stanley Kutler corrupted.
Abuse of Power does not comport with the actual tapes or reflect the accurate historical record
for that week of March 13-March 20. A review of Kutler’s editing inAbuse of Power of that
week also demonstrates that the interpretation of Dean’s actions that he rendered in Wars of
Watergate in 1990 is contradicted by a careful reading of the transcripts.

This paper outlines some of the most glaring material discrepancies between Kutler’s Abuse of
Power transcripts and the original Nixon tape recordings, and thereby demonstrates that Kutler’s
only possible motive for publishing dishonest transcripts was to preserve and protect the
defective version of history contained in his earlier, widely acclaimed study of Watergate. The
goal herein is to ensure that all students and scholars of the Nixon presidency have the best
possible record of it.

These tapes, from March 13 through March 20, are necessary to understand the context of
the "cancer" meeting on March 21, 1973 and the extent of Professor Kutler’s deceitfulness in his
treatment of the subject in Abuse of Power. The recording of John Dean’s meeting with
President Nixon on that morning ranks among the most infamous and important of all the
Watergate tapes and figured prominently in Nixon’s impeachment proceedings. It was in this
meeting, Dean later testified, that he warned the president that the scandal had grown to become
a "cancer on the presidency," and that the White House’s intricate and pervasive cover-up of the
affair, which Dean had helped manage for the previous nine months, had become untenable.
6[page

But anyone relying only on Abuse of Power will fail to recognize two things: 1) that
Kutler obliterated Dean’s actual historical role in the most intense week of interaction between
the embattled president and his lawyer, and 2) he falsified his narrative involving the
Nixon/Dean relationship to conform to the altered tape evidence contained in Abuse of Power.
In 1990, when he published Wars of Watergate, the contents of the March 13, March 17, and the
two evening March 20 tapes and the March 21 "Cancer on the Presidency" tape had been
released. But by 1997, when Abuse of Power was published, the March 14, two March 16 and
the afternoon of March 20 tapes were available in part to Kutler’s own efforts. Those tapes
document that Dean was actively engaged in the cover- up and in fact a full partner with Nixon
in obstructing justice.

We begin with Kutler’s alteration of the historical record in Abuse of Power on page 231.
The March 16, 1973 tape he published is a conflated and inaccurate transcript that Kutler
produced from two separate conversations. The top portion of the transcript is from an evening
telephone call; the remainder is from an earlier morning conversation. Kutler removed the
portion of the morning conversation in which Nixon and Dean discuss how to use the FBI to
stonewall the Watergate and judiciary committees. The evening conversation, except that
portion Kutler excised, is eliminated. The altered segment as it appears then is referenced as the
morning meeting on March 16.
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This is not a faithful rendition of either Nixon/Dean meeting. It’s an amalgam of both, a
product of Stanley Kutler’s intentional editing to preserve the positive view of Dean that he had
previously established. Nor could it have been accidently altered; Kutler removed the portion
from the evening telephone conversation from the middle of that tape. In doing that, he had to
have reviewed the top and bottom of that transcript before deciding what portion to remove and
place on the top of the morning meeting transcript. At the same time, he had to decide what to
remove from the top of the morning meeting. This was Kutler’s central transgression. The
transcript that appears on page 231 does not exist; it is a complete fabrication. (6)

"Viewed in chronological order, Kutler’s first act is one of omission: he did not publish
the March 13 tape in Abuse of Power. On March 13, John Dean divulged to Nixon that White
House aide Gordon Strachan had prior knowledge of the Watergate break-in, but had not
reported fully to his boss, H.R. Haldeman, what he knew. In response to Nixon’s comments that
if Strachan had knowledge of the break-in, then Haldeman likely knew but perhaps did not,
Dean replied: "He was, he was judicious in what he, in what he relayed, and, uh, but Strachan is
as tough as nails." (7)
When these March 13 comments are compared to Dean’s congressional testimony, it
becomes clear that Dean misled either Nixon or the committee. Asked by minority counsel Fred
Thompson if he had periodically assured the White House press secretary, Ronald Ziegler, that
"there was no White House involvement" in Watergate, Dean testified: "I told Mr. Ziegler that
there was nobody that I knew of who was involved or had prior knowledge of the June 17 breakin." Thompson followed up by asking: "You do not know any more today about that matter, I
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assume, than you knew when you told Mr. Ziegler what you told him about White House
involvement?" "That is correct," Dean testified. This exchange with the Senate investigating
committee, broadcast live in nationally televised hearings, occurred roughly 100 days after Dean
informed the president about Gordon Strachan’s foreknowledge of the break-in. Kutler entirely
ignored this "abuse of power" conversation, failing to address the obvious contradiction between
Dean’s statements to the committee and to President Nixon. (8)

Next Kutler left off a critical small, two- sentence piece of dialogue between Nixon and
Dean on March 14. Kutler published this statement of Nixon saying to Dean: "But I’m taking
your word that your investigation showed no one in the White House was involved.
(Author’s emphasis in boldface added)But then he left off Dean’s confirming response. The

And John Dean replied "Right." (9) This omission
president ended with a question: "Right?"
is significant because the suppressed dialogue mirrors the substance of the exchange in the
March 13 tape, which Kutler also excluded from Abuse of Power.

As previously noted, Kutler’s editing of the two March 16 tapes is the major issue. The
two conversations which Kutler conflated came from different recording systems--one from the
White House telephone switchboard, the other from the Oval Office. The portion Kutler
published came from the middle of the telephone conversation. The audio quality is distinctive
enough between the two conversations that it should have set off red flags for Kutler during any
competent review process. The National Archives and Record Administration official tape logs
show that the two conversations are distinctly different. But Kutler did not employ the National
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Archives’ precise cataloging system, which assigns a number to each and every distinct
conversation recorded on the Nixon tapes, in Abuse of Power. Kutler’s mixing together a
telephone conversation and an in-person meeting should strike any objective reader as a willful
act of deception. There cannot be another explanation for this alteration in the historical record.

When Kutler omitted the March 17 meeting between Nixon, Dean, and Haldeman, he
justified the text in Abuse of Power explaining the tape of March 16 he had altered. Kutler
trumpeted: "But doubts are in Dean’s mind, dearly anticipating their famous March 21
meeting." Kutler quotes Dean’s comment: "I should possibly report a fuller than I really have,
so you can appreciate in full some of the vulnerable points and where they lead to." (10) Those
relying on Abuse of Power would never know that Dean first did exactly that on March 17, not
March 21. In a thirty -five minute conversation that afternoon, not in Abuse of Power, Dean and
Nixon discussed the "vulnerabilities" of senior White House staffers, H.R. Haldeman, White
House aide Charles Colson, Attorney General John Mitchell - and John Dean:
PRESIDENT: You need it very much. I want it. Now, you were saying too, ah,
what really, ah, where the, this thing leads, I mean in terms of
the vulnerabilities and so forth. It’s your view the vulnerables are basically
Mitchell, Colson, Haldeman, indirectly, possibly directly, and of course, the
second level is, as far as the White House is concerned, Chapin.
DEAN: And I’d say Dean, to a degree.
PRESIDENT: You? Why?
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DEAN: Well, because I’ve been all over this thing
like a blanket. (11)
Kutler eliminated almost all of the Nixon/Dean/Moore tape of the aftemoon of March 20. Dick
Moore, a lawyer in the television industry, had joined the Nixon Administration in 1970 as
special assistant to Attorney General Mitchell, before becoming a special counsel to the
president. Moore worked closely with Dean and the president that entire week trying to produce
a report that would not show White House involvement.
Here is what is printed in Abuse of Power from conversation number 884-17.
MARCH 20, 1973: THE PRESIDENT, DEAN, AND RICHARD MOORE, 1:42-2:31 P.M.,
OVAL OFFICE
Dean offers an old remedy for dealing with political opposition.
DEAN: It was the parting remark yesterday that gave me thought about the FBI, when you said
it’s too bad we can’t use the FBI. I got to thinking last night, well, we probably can. Isn’t there
some way to use them?
PRESIDENT NIXON: We’ve known about this for a long time, but everybody’s stayed miles
away from it.

DEAN: I mean to have the FBI investigation.
PRESIDENT NIXON: Oh yes. Of the Congressmen?
DEAN: Yeah. 1
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PRESIDENT NIXON: That’s terrific. (Laughter.) (12)
However, The National Archives and Records Administration’s full subject log on the
topics of that same March 20 meeting, conversation number 884-017, is a five- page index for
this abuse of power tape. The log illustrates how deeply involved in the problem of Watergate
Nixon and Dean were that day. The entire log is on Watergate, and the actual meeting lasted
nearly an hour. Kutler skipped to the very last sub-topic of that conversation: FBI investigation
of Congressmen to put that little excerpt on page 241 of his book. He wrote that very brief
narrative to fit that very minor part of the meeting. He claimed that is the only "abuse of power"
on that tape. In fact he purged about thirty-eight minutes or more of that tape, which was
transcribed by the house judiciary committee. He leaves out other damaging subjects that are
contained on that tape. Other subjects listed on the log not in Abuse of Power include these few:
-White House cooperation with Ervin Committee
-Jeb S. Magruder interview
-G. Gordon Liddy
-Committee to Re-elect the President (CRP) intelligence operation
-Ervin Committee questions
=Dean’s answers
-General answers
-In response to Magruder (13)
Dean’s co-conspirator role is visible in the missing transcript segment left off by Kutler,
but only when measured against the entire week of discussions between the two men. Early in
that afternoon meeting, Nixon, Moore, and Dean reviewed and edited the so-called "Dean
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Report" about no White House involvement. The March 20 tape is proof the three men were
engaged in obstructing justice, but Kutler’s readers of Abuse of Power cannot know that.
Without the knowledge of Strachan that Kutler deleted, the March 20 meeting can be viewed
non-criminally in the context of a lawyer and his client. With the knowledge of the March 13
meeting and Strachan, however, the report clearly was intended to obstruct justice. The
motivation to produce the report was Nixon’s insistence on making public Dean’s repeated
assertions that week about no White House involvement even though both men knew the truth.
Those assertions do not match Dean’s charge on March 21 that everyone in the White House was
involved. Kutler avoided the obvious conundrum by not publishing this tape fully as he avoided
publishing all of Dean’s references that week to no White House involvement.
The president, Dean and Moore were reviewing Moore and Dean’s general statement,
and Nixon wanted to know if they were ready for him to edit the statement:

NIXON:

Let me add, before I read, ask you how we feel about doing it. Do you
agree that it ought to be done?

MOORE: I think you should read it, Mr. President. You’re a quick reader.
NIXON: Oh, no, no. I’m gorma read it. There’s no doubt I’m gonna read it.

MOORE: Please let me say...
NIXON: I want to read it in terms. Then I’ll start editing.
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MOORE: Well, when...
NIXON:

If you.., if you fellows feel it ought to go, then I’ll start editing.

MOORE: Well, we don’t have any.., we’re supposed to read it and find out
whether you’re gonna make a decision on this.
DEAN:

Well, I think...

DEAN:

I think if you want to read it with a critical eye of should or should it not
be done. And I think that’s.., the reason is because we ran a copy by
Ziegler about 20 minutes ago and Ron read it. And he said, "Well, how
about the answers to this question, that question, this question, that
question?" He said, "Your document right here," while it is responsive
as far as we’re concerned, it’s gonna raise as many questions as it
answers. And can you answer all those questions? And, of course, once
you answer another set, it opens up a whole other set of questions.

NIXON: What did Ziegler say? We’re in a bomb shelter?
MOORE: But... no, he said, prior... (unintelligible) "Lee, it’s a good idea." I
said it’s fair. But each one of these does suggest an answer from Ervin
saying just exactly why we want him here to cross-examine him.
Because I don’t... I want some more facts about what he says.
NIXON: As you read it Dick, you and Ziegler say this is probably a bad idea?
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MOORE: Well, it needs one more go around. We did the best we could under the
time limits.
If we can solve a couple of... of the eight paragraphs here, I think
they’re about three that are troublesome. And if we can agree of how far
we can go. For example, may as well cover that Segretti question Ron
raised.
NIXON White House stuff. The White House corroborated...
(reading):
[Silence - paper shuffling- typing, edited out.]

[Nixon asks Dean a question that is unintelligible.]
DEAN: That during the course of the interview, the interview with Liddy, that
they discussed Liddy uh, establishing an intelligence operation for the
re-election committee.

NIXON: That puts you uh, in uh, opposition ....
DEAN: Yes, sir.

NIXON (Unintelligible comment) I’d be inclined ....I’d be inclined just to
(reading):
knock that out. I’d just say there were limited problems involving
campaign law compliance. And then I would.., then I would say never
at any time were there any discussions that had anything to do with
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intelligence gathering operations.., on the order of something like that.
DEAN: I see what you mean.

NIXON: I’d go with the g(neral statement rather than you’re...
DEAN: You disagree with the.., statement.
NIXON: Rather than discussing Magruder’s testifying this... I can’t recall a

conversation never to... just say the general thing.
DEAN: Yeah. Right. (14)

On the March 20 evening tape, the following exchange that leads into the Cancer of
Presidency meeting, also not included in Abuse of Power, contrasts to Kutler’s narrative:
DEAN: Same stuff. Uh, I. I had a conversation with, uh, John Ehrlichman this
afternoon before he came down to visit you, and, I, I think that one thing we have
to continually do and particularly right now, is examine the broadest, broadest
implications of this whole thing, and I, you know, maybe 30 minutes, of just my
recitation to you of...
PRESIDENT: Um hmm.
DEAN:...the facts so that you operate from the same facts that everybody else has.
PRESIDENT: Right.
DEAN:

And I don’t think we’ve, we’ve never really done that. It’s been

sort of bits and pieces. Just paint the whole picture for you, the soft spots, the,
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the, uh, potential problem areas
PRESIDENT: Um hmm.
DEAN:

a like. So that, uh, when you, when you, make judgments you’ll...

PRESIDENT: Yeah
DEAN:

...have all that (unintelligible).

PRESIDENT: Would you like to do that, uh when?
DEAN:

Uh, I would think, uh, uh, if its not inconvenient for you, sir, I

would I would like to sort of draw all my thoughts together and have a, you know,
just make a couple notes to myself so I didn’t...

PRESIDENT: Well, could you do it, could you do it, could you do it,
tomorrow?
DEAN:

Yes, sir. Yes, sir. (15)

The consequence of these edits to historians using Abuse of Power is clear: Kutler
excluded or changed lengthy and detailed conversations that occurred before March 21, between
the two most prominent figures in Watergate, the president and Dean, his ultimate accuser.
Kutler’s selective and misleading editing changes the story of their individual and mutual
relationships to the cover-up.

Kutler also has created a large gap of knowledge for researchers that cannot be bridged
by using his book alone. He has blocked any opportunity to explain or understand some
important issues, not the least of which are Dean’s comments concerning Strachan, his active
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efforts with Moore and Nixon to write a misleading report, and his assertions to Nixon that there
was not "a scintilla of evidence" of White House involvement when they both knew better. Just
as critical, why did Kutler emphasize that Dean anticipated the Cancer on the Presidency
meeting five days earlier7 Kutler knew that Dean had already discussed with Nixon the
possible involvement of individual staff members on March 17, and he knew from the March 20
evening tape that they agreed to meet over them again. Something else may have been
operating - perhaps the million dollars of hush money Dean wanted for the burglars. Perhaps
what John Dean said - he still had not fully informed Nixon. Kutler did not choose to address
either directly. These are major topics for future research. These have not been pursued by other
scholars largely because of Kutler’s questionable editing of one week of transcripts in Abuse of
Power. This raises the disturbing possibility that other transcripts in this book are also inaccurate
or misleading.

As a friend of Dean and foe ofNixon, Kutler could have used the March 16 and 20, 1973
tapes to show how deeply the president was involved in the cover-up once he hears about
Strachan, but to do so would also demonstrate Dean’s deep involvement. And so, at least two
key tapes are entirely missing from Abuse of Power, and two other conversations are redacted in
such a way as to ensure that Dean remains the reluctant witness hero in the Watergate senate
hearings. Perhaps his famous "cancer on the presidency" statement was concocted to cover his
involvement. He so misleadingly impressed senators that he received preferential judicial
treatment and remains the darling of the media, public, and to those scholars who have trusted
Kutler’s interpretation of Dean’s role in the cover-up to this day.
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Why did Kutler do this? (16)

All trained historians know the principal questions of history include making a judgment
as to why something occurs. When I asked Kutler about the March 16 tape as a deliberate
alteration, he replied he could no longer hear the tapes, could not reconstruct how those pages
were published as they appear, and, as a consequence, he "accepts my version - for now." (17)

Only he can truly answer the "why" question. (18)

"Possibly these are not the only alterations of the historical record in Abuse of Power
Kutler made, but these alone are reprehensible enough to charge him with violating his
profession’s code of conduct. The American Historical Association’s Statement on Standards of
Professional Conduct, first adopted in 1987 and revised in 2005 condemns actions like Kutler’s
editing in the strongest possible terms. Their position: "Although historians disagree with each
other about many things, they do know what they trust and respect in each other’s work. All
historians believe in honoring the integrity of the historical record. They do not fabricate
evidence. Forgery and fraud violate the most basic foundations on which historians construct
their interpretations of the past. An undetected counterfeit undermines not just the historical
arguments of the forger, but all subsequent scholarship that relies on the forger’s work. Those
who invent, alter, remove, or destroy evidence make it difficult for any serious historian ever
wholly to trust their work again." Publishers, universities, scholars, researchers, teachers, and
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students need to be warned against any unquestioned reliance on the veracity of the transcripts in
Abuse of Power by Stanley Kutler.

NOTES

1 .) Renata Adler, "Searching For The Real Nixon Scandal: A Last Inference," Atlantic Monthly,
December 1976.
2.) Kutler and Public Citizen v. Nixon March 19, 1992.. Also Tim Weiner, "Historian Wins
Long Battle To Hear More Nixon Tapes," New York Times, April 13, 1996. The "chron"
releases were continuing as of the writing of this article; see Chris Matthews, "Nixon Tapes
Reveal Vietnam Strategy," Washington Post, December 3, 2008.
3.) Stanley Kutler, The Wars of Watergate: The Last Crisis of Richard Nixon. (NY: Knopf,
1990) 274.
4.) Authors cited on the Simon and Schuster website include the following: John Lewis Gaddis,
The Cold War: A New History (Penguin Press, 2005); Michael Genovese, The Watergate
Crisis (Greenwood Press, 1999); Thornton Martin, Times of Heroism, Times of Terror:
American Presidents and the Cold War, (Praeger Publishers,2005), Louis W. Liebovich,
Richard Nixon, Watergate, and the Press: A Historical Retrospective (Praeger Publishers,
2003), and Martha C. Howell and Walter Prevenier, From Reliable Sources: An Introduction
to Historical Methods (Cornell University Press, 2001). John Dean also referenced Abuse of
Power in his work, The Rehnquist Choice: The Untold Story of the Nixon Appointment That
Redefined the Supreme Court (Free Press, 2001).
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5.) Stanley Kutler, ed., Abuse of Power: The New Nixon Tapes. (New York, Free Press, 1997)
vn-vlll.

6.) Ibid. 231. Hear conversation #037-134, March 16, 1973 afternoon tape,
http:fwww, n ixontapes.orq/water.qate/037-134, mp3. Hear conversation # 881-003, March 16

evening tape, http://www, nixontapes.or.q/water.qate/881-003.rnp3.
7.) Conversation 878-014, March 13, 1973, Watergate Special Prosecutors Force (WSPF)
transcript.

8.) Hearings Before the Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities of the United
States Senate, Ninety-Third Congress, First Session (Government Printing Office: 1974),
Book III, 1035.
9.) Conversation # 419-20, March 14, 1973, WSPF transcript
10.) Abuse of Power, 230.
11.)

Conversation # 882-12, March 17, 1973, National Archives and Records Administration
(NARA).

12.)

Abuse of Power, 241.

13.)

NARA log for March 20, 1973.

14.)

Hear conversation #884-017, March 20, NARA afternoon tape
http://www, nixontapes.org/water,qate/884-O 17. mp3. This an 11 minute excerpt of the Nixon,

Dean, Moore meeting in the Oval Office.
15.)

Conversation # 37-175, March 20 tape, NARA evening tape.

16.)

There are other factors that could have also influenced him to distort the historical record

in this manner in addition to reinforcing his previous scholarship -- his thesis in Wars of
Watergate about Nixon’s total command of the cover-up. Kutler had to minimize John
Dean’s actual role in Abuse of Power to sustain his previous portrait of the white house
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counsel’s conscience-driven "cancer" meeting on March 21. A further possibility is one of
timing and professional circumstance. Kutler produced Abuse of Power at the same time he
also was serving as an expert witness for John Dean in the Dean v. St. Martin’s Press lawsuit
against the publisher and authors, Len Colodny and Robert Gettlin, of Silent Coup: The
Removal of a President (St. Martin’s Press, 1991). The lawsuit, which lasted nine years
before settlement, stemmed from the authors’ claim that John Dean masterminded Watergate.
Hiding John Dean’s actual role clearly was an asset to Dean in the lawsuit. Even Colodny’s
team of lawyers used Abuse of Power rather than these tapes in their legal preparations. See
United States District Court for the District of Columbia (Case No. 92 1807 (HHG) Finally,
Kutler’s personal friendship with Dean, which Kutler has never hidden, could have led him
to do this.
17.)

Kutler/Klingman emails, July 17, July 18, 2008.

18.)

Professor Kutler has refused the author’s repeated requests to further comment on the

evidence this article presents.

Copyrighted by Peter D. Klingman, Tampa, Florida, December 31, 2008.
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3ohn Dean at Issue in Nixon Tapes Feud
By PATRICIA COHEN
Published: February 01, 2009
Scholarly feuds seldom end amicably, and nearly 35 years after President Richard M. Nixon
resigned, a dispute involving his Watergate tapes would seem to be no exception. A handful of
historians and authors maintain that the most authoritative transcripts of those recordings
include significant omissions and misrepresentations that could influence interpretations of
the cover-up.
At the center of the quarrel is "Abuse of Power: The New Nixon Tapes," a 1997 collection of
transcripts edited by Stanley I. Kutler, a pre-eminent historian of the Watergate era, that
has become the standard reference. Mr. Kutler has been a hero to many people because of a
lawsuit he brought with the nonprofit group Public Citizen that led to the release of 201
hours of recordings related to unethical or illegal activity in the Nixon White House.
But longtime critics of his transcripts say Mr. Kutler deliberately edited the tapes in ways
that painted a more benign portrait of a central figure in the drama, the conspirator-turnedstar-witness, 3ohn W. Dean III, the White House counsel who told Nixon that Watergate had
become a "cancer" on his presidency.
Behind the accusations are rival visions of Mr. Dean, who is seen by some as a flawed but
ultimately courageous man reluctantly sucked into the scandal, and by others as a primary
architect of the cover-up who saved himself by deflecting guilt.
The conflict has flared again because an article detailing the charges against Mr. Kutler has
been submitted to the American Historical Review, the profession’s premier journal.
Mr. Kutler scoffed at the accusations. "Are you aware under what conditions I worked in
1996?" he said by telephone from Mexico. "It’s only because of my lawsuit that you or anybody
else can pick up a tape. In those days, I could not leave the archives with that material. I
used state-of-the-lost-art equipment. I brought in a team of court reporters to help me with
the first drafts.
"I am responsible for whatever was transcribed," said Mr. Kutler, recently a plaintiff in a
lawsuit to compel former Vice President Dick Cheney to preserve his records. "Did I make any
mistakes? Of course. Did I ever make a deliberate mistake, did I ever deliberately transform
a negative into a positive?
"Please, I’m a trained historian. I don’t work that way."
1

Other experts who have listened to the tapes, a painstaking and difficult task, note
significant disparities between some transcripts in the KutIer book and the recordings, but
say there is no reason to think they are anythin~ but accidental.
Questions about Mr. Kutier’s transcripts have rattled around for a decade, and many peopie
currentiy invoived have previousiy battled over his editing as weii as interpretations of
Water,ate. The iack of a complete or officiai and publiciy avaiiabie record of the tapes has
heiped keep the dispute simmering.
Peter Kiingman, the historian who submitted the articIe, has been trying to caii attention to
Mr. Kutier’s editing in recent months. He has not yet heard from the American Historical
Review on whether it wiii pubiish his essay, and because of pre-pubiication ruies he wouid
not comment.
About Mr. Klingman, Mr. Kutler said: "I’ve tried to deal with this man in a very
professionai, patient way. I don’t know what he wanted - for me to get in my sackcloth and my
ashes?"
To anyone besides Watergate buffs, the dispute may seem triviai. "On one ievei it iooks very
petty," said loan Hoff, a historian at Montana State University and the author of two books
on Nixon. "But because the book is used authoritatively as the official transcript of the
event, it becomes very important."
At issue are a week’s worth of recordings beginning March 13, 1973, a few days before Mr.
Dean’s cancer-on-the-presidency declaration and the sentencin8 of the burgiars who broke into
the Democratic Party headquarters at the Watergate complex.
In one conversation from that first day that is not included in "Abuse of Power," Mr. Dean
tells Nixon that Gordon Strachan, a White House aide, knew about the break-in before it
happened. During hearings of the Senate committee investigating Watergate in the months to
come, Mr. Dean wouid testify that there had been no prior White House knowledse of the breakin.
To Mr. Kutier’s schoIariy critics, though, the most serious failing is that excerpts from two
separate conversations that took place on March 16 - one made during a face-to-face meetin8
in the morning, and a second over the teiephone in the evenin8 - were reversed in order and
presented as part of one continuous meeting. Most of the evenin8 conversation between Mr.
Dean and Nixon was eliminated, as were any references to it.
"If you look back at the conversations that Staniey didn’t inciude what you see is Nixon and
Dean cioseiy invoived in a joint obstruction of justicej" said Frederick 3. Graboske, who was
the supervising archivist in charge of processing the Nixon tapes at the Nationai Archives.
(Mr. Dean pieaded guiity to obstruction of justice and served four months, most of which was
spent working with Watergate prosecutors.)
In their March 16 evening telephone conversationj Mr. Dean and Nixon discussed what the
president might tell the public. Mr. Dean says, "A lot of my conclusions were based on the
fact that there was not a scintilla of evidence in the investigation that led anywhere to the
White House."
Mr. Graboske maintains that Mr. Dean, who had discussed Mr. Strachan’s participation a few
days earlier with the president, was emphasizing that they couid hoodwink the public because
no one couid prove the White House had previous knowiedge of the break-in."
In the history profession, you never change the original evidence~ Dr. Kutler has changed the
originai evidence," said Mr. Graboske, who Iearned of the disparities six months ago.

"I spent 12 years listening to the tapes," he said, contending that no one could mistake the
evening and morning recordings as being part of the same conversation. "I don’t know why he
did it, but what he did was deliberate."
He added: "I did work with Staniey. I’m sorry that it has come to this."
Yet Ken Hughes, a senior fellow at the University of Virginia’s Miller Center for Public
Affairs, who has studied the tapes since 2000 as part of the Presidential Digital Recordings
project, said the attacks on Mr. Kutler were "misguided."
"I was very critical of errors in the transcripts and I thought he had left out some
important conversations," Mr. Hughes said of Mr. Kutler’s book, "but they are entirely honest
and predictable mistakes that anyone who would try to make a transcript from extremely
difficult tapes could make."
Also left out of Mr. Kutler’s book is a 35-minute conversation from March 17, 1973, in which
Mr. Dean and N±xon discuss the vulnerabilities of various administration officials. Mr. Dean
adds himself to the list.
Nixon: "You? Why?"
Dean: "Well, because I’ve been all over this thlng llke a blanket."
To some ears, the most dramatic section not included in "Abuse of Power" is a conversation in
the Oval Office from March 20, 1973, among Nixon, Mr. Dean and Richard Moore, a White House
adviser, as they tap out a possible public statement on a manual typewriter.
In it, Mr. Dean refers to a meeting with G. Gordon Liddy, who planned the break-in, during
which establishing an intelligence operation for the president’s 1972 re-election committee
was discussed.
Nixon replies, "I’d be inclined just to knock that out. I’d just say there were limited
probiems invoiving campaign Iaw compiiance. And then I would--then I wouid say never at any
time were there any discussions that had anything to do with intelligence gathering
operations --on the order of something iike that."
Mr. Dean says, "I see what you mean."
Mr. Graboske noted, "You can hear the typewriter clacking away."
Mr. Kutler’s critics include Mr. Klingman and Ms. Hoff, as well as the authors Len Colodny
and Russ Baker, whose books about Watergate have advanced controversiai conspiracy theories
invoiving Mr. Dean. They all argue that Mr. Kutier was protecting Mr. Dean, his friend, and
avoiding having to revise his previousiy pubiished accounts of Watergate.
Mr. Dean, now an author and commentator, said in a telephone interview from Washington that
the accusers are part of a fringe group of revisionists."It’s amazing these guys have the
credibility to be covered," he said. "Hopefully the American Historical Association can
figure out fact from fiction, and Klingman doesn’t represent fact."
Without going into a point-by-point rebuttal, Mr. Kutler said that at the time he prepared
the book~ his overriding priority was to iook for evidence of the president’s guiit: "My
concern in 1996 was to see what Richard Nixon had to say." He added that he is now friends
with Mr. Dean but was not at the start of his work on the tapes.

Another well-known presidential historian, Herbert S. Parmet, who wrote a biography of N±xon~
said he was not certain the disparities were that important: "I’m not convinced that it does
all that much to change the history.
"There are no official government transcripts. These tapes from 1973 were released as the
resuit of a lawsuit in the 1990s by Mr. Dean against Mr. Coiodny and excerpts can be heard at
nytimes.com/arts. The National Archives and Records Administration is reieasing the entire
3,70Q-pius hours of recordings in chronoIogical order~ they are now up to December 1972. One
archives estimate figured it takes 100 hours of staff time to process a singie hour of tape.
In the end, Ms. Hoff of Montana State said, the dispute underscores the importance of an
officiai~ comprehensive record: "If there is this kind of distortion of that one cruciai
week, it does raise the question of what else is missing in the transcripts."
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
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They Still Have the Nixon Tapes to Kick Around
By CLARK HOYT

WITH the movie "Frost/Nixon" reviving memories of Watergate, Times readers might have been expecting
major revelations when they saw this recent front-page headline: "John Dean’s Watergate Role at Issue in
Nixon Tapes Feud."
Instead, they got an article reviving a decade-old argument over the editing of widely cited transcripts of the
Watergate cover-up, as captured on Richard Nixon’s secret taping system. The article repeated accusations
by a handful of critics that Stanley I. Kufler, an esteemed historian, deliberately omitted and distorted
material to paint a benign portrait of Dean, the presidential counsel who turned on Nixon and helped to
bring him down.

The story demonstrated The Times’s power to propel an essentially dormant dispute into the national
conversation. Web sites have been alive with discussion of the controversy -- and The Times’s judgment in
highlighting it. The article also posed serious journalistic questions: What makes an academic feud news, and
what is the paper’s obligation to try to figure out who is right?
In this case, I think The Times blew the dispute out of proportion with front-page play, allowed an attack on a
respected historian’s integrity without evidence to support it, and left readers to wonder if there was anything
here that would change our understanding of the scandal that ended Nixon’s presidency.
The peg for the article, its reason for being, seemed weak: Peter Klingman, an independent historian, had
submitted a manuscript to the American Historical Review, the field’s leading journal, charging Kutler with
willful deception. He had made a similar charge in 2002, and it had gotten no traction.
Some scholars were furious at The Times. The article was "wildly irresponsible," said Rick Perlstein, the
author of"Nixonland," a study of the backlash against liberalism in the 196os and ’7os. "What silliness!" said
Bernard A. Weisberger, the author of more than a dozen books of American history. Carolyn Eisenberg, a
Hofstra professor who is writing a book on the Nixon years, made a point I heard from others: Dean’s role in
the Watergate story is well known. If it turns out he was guiltier by degree of a crime for which he served
time, "what makes this front-page news?"
It did not help when, less than a week later, Klingman’s manuscript was rejected. Robert Schneider, the
editor of the American Historical Review, told me the piece was very much "ad hominem." Klingman refused
to let me read it.

Patricia Cohen, the reporter, said that while the manuscript was the peg for her article, she expected it to be
rejected and wrote a story only because a small group of historians had started talking again about the
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dispute, which dates to shortly after the 1997 publication of Kutler’s book of edited and annotated
transcripts, "Abuse of Power: The New Nixon Tapes." Len Colodny, an author whose Watergate conspiracy
theories are widely discounted by mainstream historians, takes credit for starting the talk.
He told me he got the ball rolling about six months ago, when he sent Nixon’s tapes and Kutler’s transcripts
to five people, including Klingman, and asked for an assessment. Four of the five are mentioned in Cohen’s
article. The source who made the most serious charge against Kutler, and appeared to be the most
disinterested figure in the story, was one of them. Frederick J. Graboske, who was in charge of the Nixon
tapes at the National Archives when Kutler was researching his book, accused Kufler of deliberately mixing
up two tapes, but there was no evidence in the article to back that up.
Cohen said she made sure that Kufler’s denial got on the front page, and she quoted another scholar who has
worked with the Nixon tapes saying that any mistakes were honest and predictable. Cohen, who listened to
the tapes and studied the transcripts, said she thought Graboske was a "completely straight, honest broker."
I asked Graboske how he was certain Kufler mixed the two tapes on purpose. To have done it, he said, "would
have been the height of sloppiness, and Stanley is a sloppy researcher or he did it deliberately." That is a
different answer than he gave Cohen. If plain error was a possibility, I do not think The Times should have
printed the charge without strong evidence. Journalistic balance, giving both sides, did not produce fairness
here.
Cohen said she thought her story was important for three reasons: the Nixon tapes are still not widely
available, providing fuel for such controversies; there are indisputably errors and omissions in Kutler’s book;
and rival interpretations of Dean were behind it all.

Alison Mitchell, the weekend editor, said that when the culture desk offered the article for Page 1, she took it
because she found it fascinating and a good read. Mitchell, a former education editor, said academic disputes
do not get covered enough in newspapers. "We weren’t saying, ’shocking new revelation,’ "she said. "We
were saying, ’interesting tale about tapes.’"
But David Greenberg, a Rutgers historian and the author of"Nixon’s Shadow," argued that the tale did not
involve a significant dispute and was more like the Watergate version of global warming, with most
historians long ago coming to a consensus and only a few outliers arguing against it. "Professional scholarly
consensus is not sacrosanct, but it should count for a lot," he said.
Newspapers cannot fall into the trap of accepting conventional wisdom and ignoring credible challenges to it.
The trick is figuring out which challenges are credible. That can be daunting.

As Greenberg acknowledged, if the reporter looks for an expert with no dog in the fight, she may just find
someone who knows nothing about it.
Kutler said he thinks this dispute is overblown. He did not minimize Dean’s role, he said. "Dean was the
action officer for the cover-up, as I describe in my book." But Nixon was the chief figure in Watergate, he
added.
Does anything here change our understanding of Watergate? Luke A. Nichter, an assistant professor at
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Tarleton State University-Central Texas, has prepared new transcripts of some important conversations
edited by Kufler. They are available, with digital audio, at nixontapes.org. Nichter said he believes the attack
on Kutler was misguided, but as a result of the Times article, he took another look at the Watergate cover-up,
using more sources than the tapes Kutler edited. In an article that will be published shortly in Passport,
another scholarly journal, Nichter said he concluded that both Nixon and Dean were somewhat guiltier than
we knew.
As for the two tapes in the recent furor, I asked Greenberg to look at Nichter’s transcripts and give me an
assessment. He said Kutler clearly made a mistake that should be corrected. But, he said, "I just don’t see
how it changes anything."
The public editor can be reached by e-mail: public@nytimes.com.
Coovriaht 2009 The New York Times Company
Privacy Policy
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Listening to Nixon
An Archivist’s Reflections on His Work with the White House Tapes
By Samuel W. Rushay, Jr.

Earlier this year, on July 11, 2007, the privately run Nixon
~ in Yorba Linda, California, was turned over to the
federal government and made part of the system of
p~i_.~e_n_tial libraci@~ operated by the National Archives and
Records Administration, with a staff of federal employees.
However, the review of the Nixon White House tapes-recordings made between 1971 and 1973 in the Oval Office
and other locations--will continue at the National Archives at
College Park, Maryland, until all the tapes have been reviewed.

There is a scene in the 1974 movie The Conversation in which
surveillance specialist Harry Caul, played by Gene Hackman,
discusses a current assignment with his assistant, Stan, played
by the late John Cazale.

The President talks on the
telephone, October 27, 1972.
From February 1971 to July
1973, a secret taping system
recorded conversations in the
White House. (Richard Nixon
Library)

When Stan suggests that it would be interesting to know what
the target of their surveillance, a young couple, is talking
about, Caul replies he does not care what they are saying. He
is interested only in providing a good quality recording for his
client.
However, when he suspects that a crime may occur, Caul
changes his mind and becomes very interested in what the
couple is discussing.

As an archivist who reviewed Nixon White House tapes for 10 years, I can relate to that scene in
The Conversation. I was part of the Nixon Presidential Materials Staff’s team of reviewers and
editors from 1997 to mid-2007; the team is interested both in the content on the tapes and in
providing good quality recordings and descriptions of those recordings for researchers.

The tapes reveal White House incidents and conversations that are seldom reported in the
hundreds of books written about the 37th President. An example that comes to mind involves
tapes about W. Mark Felt, the former deputy assistant director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the man who turned out to be Deep Throat, the Washington Post’s major secret
source for its Watergate stories.
Until May 2005, when Felt publicly revealed his identity as Deep Throat, little attention was paid
to conversations on the Nixon tapes that revealed President Nixon’s deep suspicions more than
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30 years earlier that Felt was the source of Watergate leaks to various newspapers and
magazines, including the Post and Time. Nixon even gave Felt’s boss, acting FBI director L.
Patrick Gray, "a directive" to give Felt a lie-detector test. Nixon’s chief of staff, Alexander Haig,
reinforced the notion that Felt leaked to the press by telling the President that the white-haired
man was known as the "White Rat" at the FBI.
A reexamination of the Nixon tapes after Felt’s revelation of his Deep Throat identity makes it
appear obvious that no one other than he could have been Deep Throat!
An Introduction to the Nixon White House Tapes
In February 1971 the Secret Service, at President Nixon’s instructions, installed a secret taping
system in the White House. The system was sound-activated, which operated automatically, and
was tied to the Secret Service’s presidential Iocator system. When President Nixon entered a
recording area, the beeper he carried signaled the recorder to switch to a record/pause mode.
The tape machines began recording whenever microphones picked up any sound.
The tapes were located on the White House telephones (including the telephone in the Lincoln
Sitting Room), in the Oval Office, in the President’s hideaway office in the Old Executive Office
Building (EOB), in the Cabinet Room, and in Aspen Lodge at the President’s retreat in Camp
David, Maryland.
The tapes were turned off in July 1973 when presidential assistant Alexander Butterfield publicly
revealed their existence before Congress. Nine hundred and fifty tapes, comprising 3,700 hours
of listening time, were recorded during the period February 1971-July 1973, the most of any
presidency. Of these 3,700 hours of tapes, more than 2,000 hours are publicly available.
President Nixon installed the taping system because he wanted
his administration to be the "best chronicled" in history. He
also wanted an accurate record of his meetings without the
inhibiting effect of note-takers. His chief of staff, H. R.
Haldeman, wrote that Nixon wanted to be able to correct
accidental and intentional misrepresentations of what had been
said during his meetings. Nixon, who found the presence of
note-takers intrusive, also wanted to ensure that accurate
translations could later be made of meetings with foreign
leaders, and he planned to use the tapes to write his memoirs.
Haldeman acknowledged that Nixon’s presidency "was
ultimately brought down in large measure" by the tapes. In
July 1974, after a year of struggle over control of the tapes,
President Richard Nixon (seated the Supreme Court declared that the need for evidence in the
at right) meets with staff on
Watergate trials outweighed the President’s right to keep the
March 13, 1970. From left are H. tapes private.
R. Haldeman, Dwight Chapin,
As a result of this ruling, Nixon was compelled to release what
and John D. Ehrlichman.
became known as the "smoking gun" tape of June 23, 1972,
(Richard Nixon Library)
which showed that he had engaged in an obstruction of justice
relating to investigation of the Watergate burglary six days earlier. Nixon subsequently resigned
on August 9, 1974.
Larger Version
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After his resignation, Nixon sought to retain control of his presidential materials, but Congress
stepped in and passed the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act (PRMPA) in late
1974, which required that they be in the custody of the National Archives at a location in the
Washington, D.C., area. Nixon challenged the act’s constitutionality, but it was upheld by the
U.S. Supreme Court. In 2004, Congress passed and President George W. Bush signed an
amendment to the 1974 act, allowing NARA to accept the privately run Nixon Library in Yorba
Linda, California, into the federal presidential library system and for the Nixon materials to
eventually be preserved there. NARA assumed legal control of the library on July 11, 2007; the
tapes and other materials will be transferred there over the next few years. A copy of the tapes
will remain for the public to use at the National Archives in College Park.
The Work of a Nixon Tapes Reviewer
The purpose of archival review is to make public conversations that legally can be made public,
to restrict those portions that contain national security information or violate the privacy of a
living person, and to return to the Nixon estate those conversations determined to be purely
personal.
Reviewers describe the conversations in great detail so that
users will be able to find and listen to conversations in which
they are interested. Editors make the conversations as
intelligible as possible without altering the nature of the sound
(e.g., Nixon’s voice must still sound like Nixon)o
Archivists must differentiate between presidential historical
materials, private and personal materials, and Watergaterelated materials.
Presidential historical materials relate to President Nixon’s
official duties and powers, including congressional relations,
foreign relations, federal agency and department policies,
ceremonial affairs, and speechmaking and other public
statements. Private and personal materials relate solely to
Nixon’s family and certain of his non-governmental activities.
¯

Larger Version

The author listens carefully to a
Nixon presidential tape,
preparing tape subject logs, or
detailed outlines of the
conversations. (Courtesy of the
author)

According to the PRMPA, NARA was required to return to the
Nixon estate (Nixon died in 1994) conversations concerning
purely personal matters. In fact, NARA is under a court order
to cut those conversations out of the original tapes and return
them to the Nixon estate. However, this summer, the Nixon
estate agreed to give back to the Archives some personal
conversations, especially those that relate to politics.

Watergate-related materials fall under 10 defined categories of
abuses of governmental power. If the conversations relate to Watergate (or to the President’s
official duties), NARA may release them to the public, provided they do not reveal national
security information, constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, or contain
information involving any of six other restricted categories defined in the PRMPA regulations.
Reviewing the Nixon White House tapes was a tremendously interesting job and one that I never
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took for granted. I am grateful for the struggles of Nixon Staff archivists who preceded me and
who labored through 20 years of litigation by Nixon and his representatives.
When I put on headphones, inserted a tape into my tape machine, and pressed "play," I was
instantly shuttled back in time to the years 1971-1973.
There is immediacy to the tapes; they give the listener a sense of experiencing history as it
happens. One becomes a "fly on the wall," eavesdropping in the White House as decisions are
made and history unfolds. One hears as Nixon strategizes about foreign and domestic policies;
obsesses about public and media relations; crafts a speech; plots acts of revenge against his
enemies; reflects on the role of the presidency in American life; deals with Congress; performs
ceremonial duties; discusses issues, politics, and scheduling; and otherwise proceeds through his
workday.
Nixon could be petty, bigoted, profane, obtuse, and small-minded in one breath, and
statesmanlike, pensive, diplomatic, far-sighted, and insightful in the next. It is a fascinating mix
that sheds considerable light not only on the 37th President but also on the institution of the
modern American presidency.
Tape review is hard work and takes a lot of time. For one thing, many of the Nixon tapes are
hard to hear, especially those recorded in the President’s hideaway office in the Old Executive
Office Building.
Review archivists review every second of tape. If a portion of conversation is hard to hear, they
may review it a half-dozen times. They consult with each other about particularly troublesome
spots. It can often take eight hours, an entire workday, to review one hour of tape.
Reviewers do not listen to the tapes in a vacuum. They research background in archival sources,
such as the President’s Personal Files, the President’s Office Files, and the National Security
Council Files. They use secondary sources such as Facts on File, the New York Times index, and
Nixon’s and former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger’s memoirs to help them understand what
the President and others on the tapes are discussing.
They review each tape twice--one archivist conducts an initial review, and a second archivist
reviews the same tape again to ensure accuracy, thoroughness, and quality. After completing this
two-tier review, the tapes editing team receives the tape and removes any national security and
privacy information as well as any material that the Nixon estate did not give back to the
National Archives.
Tape review also demands a trained ear and great concentration. The digital audiotapes are
copies of original tapes, which are not good quality sound recordings; they are thin and were
recorded at a slow speed.
Among the numerous noises on the tapes that obstruct sound and audibility of words are
clattering drinking glasses, cups, and dishes; the shuffling of papers; coughing; sneezing;
mumbling (especially by President Nixon); people speaking at the same time; the whirring of a
helicopter on the White House grounds; the knocking of a knee or elbow against the Oval Office
desk, which housed tiny microphones; tapping fingers; chirping birds; a ticking clock in the EOB
office; and doors opening and closing.
Nixon also frequently changed topics midstream and made
cryptic allusions, which add to the challenge of deciphering intelligible conversation.
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It is very satisfying to figure out what is being said in a
conversation. As they listen, archivists prepare tape subject
logs, which are detailed subject outlines of every conversation
on the tapes. The logs are intended to be a guide for
researchers, but they also record the review archivist’s
interpretation of a tape’s content.
NARA does not make transcripts of conversations on the Nixon
tapes and considers transcripts to be an interpretation of the
records, which are the tapes themselves. Transcripts are very
time consuming to write, error-prone, and unreliable because
people hear different things.
¯

Larger Version

The limitation of transcripts is revealed in a conversation
between President Nixon and H. R. Haldeman about Mark Felt,
the number-two man at the FBI who turned out to be Deep
Throat.

The Uher 5000 was one of the
tape-recording machines used in
In this conversation, which took place four months after the
the White House. (Richard Nixon
Watergate break-in, Nixon and Haldeman suspected Felt of
Library)
leaking information about Watergate to the press. They wanted
to get him out of the FBI, but they had to do so carefully, because they feared he would go public
with his knowledge about Watergate and its cover-up. Nixon suggested making Felt an
ambassador, adding that one had to know how to finesse people to keep them happy. At least
two scholars had transcribed the word "ambassador" as "bastard."
A Few Interesting Nuggets on the Nixon Tapes
Some of the conversations on the Nixon tapes are mundane, while others are eye-opening,
exciting, amusing, and thought-provoking:

Trade and the Vietnam War
There are conversations on the tapes that change the way one views historical events and the
reasons behind them. One example involves an unstated reason why the United States fought
the Vietnam War. On March 9, 1972, President Nixon told Henry Kissinger and Haldeman that the
war in Vietnam was not about Vietnam. It had never been about Vietnam, about the right of
people to be independent "and all that crap."
The President said that the war in Vietnam was about the Malacca Straits, the main trade route in
Southeast Asia and the link between the Indian Ocean and Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and the rest of
the Pacific region. Kissinger agreed. Nixon wanted to protect that trade route from Communists
who might seize countries in Southeast Asia (the "domino theory") and control trade in the
region.
The timing of this conversation is interesting because it came just weeks before an invasion of
South Vietnam by North Vietnam. President Nixon’s statements following the U.S. military
response to that invasion did not mention the Malacca Straits.
Sit, King, Sit!
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The Nixon White House was a serious place, but the tapes occasionally contain a few funny
moments.
On September 19, 1972, the President met with Marion Scully, an Irish citizen, for a photo
opportunity on the White House patio, just outside the Oval Office. Scully had previously met the
President and Mrs. Nixon when Marine One landed on the Scully family farm during a presidential
trip to Ireland in 1970.
During the photo session, several people entered the Oval Office, including Henry Kissinger.
Kissinger’s arrival prompted press secretary Ron Ziegler to tease him by asking him to back up
so that the photographers wouldn’t get him in the picture. Appearing for the photo shoot was the
President’s Irish setter, King Timahoe, who shared the same name as Scully’s hometown,
Timahoe, in County Cork, Ireland. King was not in a cooperative mood, however, and after
President Nixon failed to get the dog to sit, he asked his valet, Manolo Sanchez, to "make him
sit." (Presidential aide Alexander Butterfield had observed in a 1970 memorandum that his
conversations with Sanchez on the subject of dog care were harder than the "miserable sessions
I endured in Latin II as a high school sophomore.")
After several spirited, exasperated, and laughter-evoking commands by Sanchez ("sit please,
King, down, down, King, down, sit down!") and Ziegler had failed, Kissinger offered to help by
giving the commands in German, and the President suggested Sanchez speak to the dog in
Spanish. King eventually followed orders, and the photo shoot resumed. "I knew we’d get it,"
commented the President in triumph. "We got some historic footage," remarked Ziegler. "Watch
him run," said the President as King made his exit.
A Poignant--and Reported--Moment
Like most Presidents, the majority of President Nixon’s contacts with the public were heavily
choreographed, minutely planned photo opportunities that were used for public relations
purposes.
On September 24, 1971, President Nixon met with Michael Naranjo, a Pueblo Indian and Vietnam
War veteran who had been blinded by a grenade during the war. During this meeting, Mr.
Naranjo, an artist, presented a gift to President Nixon, a bronze sculpture of a Pueblo Indian
dancer.
President Nixon, in turn, presented Naranjo with cuff links engraved with the presidential seal. At
this point, President Nixon knelt with Naranjo on the floor of the Oval Office and moved the blind
man’s hand to help him feel the pattern of the presidential seal’s eagle, stars, and leaves woven
into the rug.
Although this sensitive act appears to have been unplanned, Nixon made sure the public knew
about it. White House staff assistant George Bell’s post-meeting memorandum noted the scene.
The press pool also mentioned it, as did President Nixon himself during an October 26, 1971,
meeting with Vietnam veterans.
The Hiss Case
After the Watergate break-in occurred in June 1972, President Nixon orchestrated a cover-up
designed to block the investigation. As part of the cover-up, he led a public relations campaign
designed to discredit his opponents and critics. Part of his strategy involved his repeated
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¯ Larger Version
President Nixon sits before
edited transcripts of his White
House taped conversations
during the broadcast of his
address to the nation on April
29, 1974. (Richard Nixon
Library)

reference back to his own experience as a young congressman
investigating Alger Hiss, a State Department employee
accused of being a spy for the Soviet Union. In the spring of
1973, as the investigation of Watergate intensified with the
creation of Senator Sam Ervin’s Senate Select Committee on
Presidential Campaign Activities, Nixon urged his staff to read
the Hiss chapter in his memoir, Six Crises. In numerous
conversations recorded on the tapes, Nixon railed against what
he perceived as the hypocrisy and "double standard" of the
liberal media and intelligentsia and the Ervin Committee. He
recalled that in 1948, Hiss’s defenders said that the courts-not Nixon’s investigating committee--should look into charges
against Hiss. Nixon pointed out that President Truman had
labeled the investigation a "red herring" and that Truman
would not bring the Hiss case to the court. But when Truman’s
Justice Department did, Nixon stopped his own investigation.
But in the case of Watergate, liberals were saying the
opposite--the courts were not enough--they wanted the
"kangaroo court" of the Ervin Committee to investigate
Watergate. In any event, Nixon can be heard on the tapes
repeatedly warning against a cover-up. "It’s the cover-up that
hurts." "If you cover-up, you’re going to get caught." Of
course, covering up is precisely what Nixon did, and it cost him

the presidency.
Difficulties in Using the Tapes
The Nixon tapes are perhaps the best known and relatively ignored archival collection at the
National Archives. Few researchers use them. With the notable exceptions of books about the
Supreme Court by John Dean, about the Vietnam War by Jeffrey Kimball, and about terrorism by
Timothy Naftali (now director of the Nixon Library), and a few articles by scholars such as Ken
Hughes and Craig Daigle, there is little scholarship that uses the Nixon tapes extensively.
Until recently, the tapes were not widely available. Before
2001, researchers could not even make copies of them. They
had to come to the National Archives in College Park to hear
them. That has now changed.

¯ Larger Version

Researchers visiting the National Archives may copy tapes
themselves for no charge; they need only bring their own
blank tape or CD stock. Slowly, the tapes are becoming
available online at a few web sites, most notably at that of the
University of Virginia’s Miller Center for Public Affairs, which is
putting all of the tapes and tapes logs on its web site. The
Nixon Library’s web site is also working toward making more of
the tapes available directly online. But researchers who cannot
come to College Park must buy reproductions from vendors,
and that can be expensive.
The Nixon tapes, like any archival evidence, have their
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editor at the National Archives in
1999 uses a razor blade to cut
material from an original tape.
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limitations. Nixon’s former chief of staff, Alexander Haig, made
that point a few years ago to a colleague of mine, who
introduced himself to Haig at a hockey game in Washington,
D.C.

When Haig heard that my colleague worked with the Nixon
tapes, he warned him not to believe everything he heard on
the tapes. He probably was referring to Nixon’s tendency to think out loud, to discuss many
different options he could take before deciding on one, and to make comments out of anger and
frustration.
A vivid illustration of this tendency came in April 1972, during a discussion of military responses
to North Vietnam’s spring offensive in South Vietnam, when he offhandedly suggested to
Kissinger the possible use of nuclear weapons in Vietnam. Researchers using the tapes are
advised not to take them at face value. It is important to keep them in context, to understand
Nixon’s motivations in saying what he said--a tough task because Nixon often had several
motives in mind at once--and to use them with other archival materials.
Researchers also should be aware that on rare occasions, mainly during Watergate, Nixon
remembered he was being recorded, and he tried to manipulate the tapes by saying exculpatory
things that put him in a good light.
But the Nixon tapes reveal the deliberative process behind presidential decisions in a way that
textual materials do not. They show aspects of decision making that are very real and important
but are seldom seen on paper--emotions, personal motivations, biases, prejudices, and verbal
cues and subtleties such as tones of voice and inflection, behind decisions on matters great,
small, and in-between.
President Nixon is quite frank and candid on the tapes, which he never believed would become
public. In several tapes recorded in April and May 1972, one can hear Nixon’s thought process
before his decision to blockade Haiphong Harbor in response to a North Vietnamese invasion of
South Vietnam a few weeks earlier.
One also can hear the various political considerations that affected decisions such as imposing
temporary wage and price controls, commuting the prison sentence of Jimmy Hoffa, releasing Lt.
William Calley from the federal stockade, ordering mass arrests of anti-Vietnam War protesters,
traveling to China and the Soviet Union, and selecting William Rehnquist for a seat on the U.S.
Supreme Court.
The deliberative process is present, too, behind numerous decisions regarding Watergate,
including the smoking gun tape and his (never carried out) order to burglarize the Brookings
Institution to see what files it may have had regarding the Pentagon Papers. One also hears his
painstaking attention to trivia, his many hours devoted to minuscule scheduling details
concerning things such as guest lists and seating arrangements at dinners. One cannot
appreciate or fully understand Nixon’s decisions and his administrative and personal style by
relying only on textual records.
I suspect that there is a bias among many researchers toward textual materials, which seem
more real and trustworthy than tapes. Frankly, textual documents are easier to use--you can see
words on a piece of paper. Thoughts are neatly organized into sentences and presented logically.
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The meaning of words on paper may be subject to different interpretations, but there is
agreement about what the words are. This is not the case for conversations heard on the tapes.
Words on a tape can be hard to hear, which means that the words themselves--in addition to
their meanings--are subject to different interpretations. Part of the aversion to using the tapes as
opposed to textual records is that it is easier to open a box and a file folder than it is to do the
hard work of listening to tapes.
The tapes are hard to research, in part because of the difficulty that many historians (myself
included) have in using anything mechanical. The process of researching the Nixon tapes--using
the various finding aids to find the tape that you want, operating a tape player, pinpointing the
conversation you want within that tape (most of which are on cassettes), locating a particular
part of a conversation--can be time-consuming, intimidating, and cumbersome. This is
unfortunate because there is so much great material on the Nixon tapes.
The complete archives of the Nixon presidency are more than the textual documents. The tapes
are not just an invaluable resource that provides color--they are also an essential part of
understanding what took place in the White House, in America, and in the world, during 19711973, a critical time in the nation’s history.
Scholars researching this period must take them into account in their research. And archivists are
available to assist them and to continue to review and to make public as many conversations on
the Nixon tapes as possible. It is a job that Harry Caul would have understood and appreciated.
Samuel W. Rushay, Jr., is supervisory archivist with the Truman Library in Independence,
Missouri, where he also worked from 1993 to 1997. From 1997 to 2007, he was an archivist and
subject matter expert at the Nixon Presidential Materials Staff at the National Archives at College
Park, Maryland. A Columbus, Ohio, native, he holds a doctorate in U.S. history from Ohio
University.
Note on Sources
Information about President Nixon’s taping system appears in Richard Nixon, The Memoirs of
Richard Nixon, VoL 1 (New York: Warner Books, 1978); H. R. Haldeman, "The Nixon White House
Tapes: The Decision to Record Presidential Conversations," Prologue: Quarterly of the National
Archives 20 (Summer 1988); and John Powers, "The History of Presidential Audio Recordings and
the Archival Issues Surrounding Their Use" (1996), a paper written as part of a Career Internal
Development (CIDs) course at NARA. The author wishes to acknowledge Powers’s invaluable
assistance in the writing of this article.
The "smoking gun" tape is White House tape 741-2, June 23, 1972. On this tape, President Nixon
ordered the Central Intelligence Agency to request that the Federal Bureau of Investigation call
off its investigation of the Watergate break-in. President Nixon intended to mislead the FBI into
believing that the Watergate break-in involved national security and the CIA, not politics.
Nixon and Patrick Gray’s conversation about W. Mark Felt is on Watergate Special Prosecution
Force (WSPF) tape 858-3, February 16, 1973, WSPF-created transcript, p. 13. The "White Rat’_:_,
reference to Felt is on tape 442-001-069, June 4, 19~73, House Impeachment Committee-created
transcript, p. 17. Nixon and Haldeman’s ~sd]E~-ssion of Felt is on tape 370-9, October 19, 1972.
Transcripts of this conversation are in Stanley I. Kutler, ed., Abuse of Power: The New Nixon
Tapes (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1998), and the National Security Archive, "The Deep Throat
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File, Nixon and the FBI: The White House Tapes."
Examples of taped conversations come from tape 681-2, March 9, 1972 (Malacca Straits); tape
783-7, September 19, 1972 (King Timahoe); tape 578-9, September 24, 1971, and tape 602-9,
October 26, 1971 (veteran); and tape 332-35, April 25, 1972 (nuclear weapons).
Butterfield’s January 26, 1970, memorandum about King Timahoe may be found on the Nixon
_Library’s web site.
Nixon tapes concerning the Hiss case come from Kutler, ed., Abuse of Power, pp. 92-93, 137138, 260-261.
Available for research are about 7 million of 48 million pages of textual documents and 2,000 of
3,800 hours of White House tapes. Also available are 320,000 still photographs, 4,000 hours of
videotape, and 4,469 hours of audio recordings.
Articles published in Prologue do not necessarily represent the views of NARA or of any other
agency of the United States Government.
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Dean Testifies Against Nixon Again
By DEB RIECHMANN
.c The Associated Press

WASHINGTON (March 24) - In the summer of 1973, John Dean’s testimony about Watergate helped drive President Nixon
from office. On Wednesday, the former White House counsel testified against Nixon again - this time telling a judge that he
would have sued had Nixon tried to sell secret tapes of their conversations.
Dean was called as a government witness in U.S. District Court to challenge the Nixon estate, which is seeking $35 million in
compensation plus $175 million in compounded interest for presidential materials the government seized when Nixon left office
on Aug. 9, 1974.
Justice Department attorney Nell Koslowe has argued in court that if anything must be paid to compensate the Nixon estate,
a fair value would be no more than $2.2 million plus interest.
Dean was only 31 when he became counsel to the president in July 1970. Today, he’s a 60-year-old, gray-haired investment
banker from Beverly Hills, Calif. When he took the stand on Day 60 of the trial, it was his first visit to the federal courthouse
since he testified at Watergate trials in 1974.
Dean testified that he believed Nixon wanted his papers and other materials deposited in a presidential library. He said he
never heard any talk of selling the materials, including Nixon’s secret tape recordings.
Government lawyers played part of a conversation taped on March 21, 1973, in which Dean discusses the Watergate cover-up
with Nixon. When Koslowe asked Dean whether he would have sued any person who tried to sell such tapes, Dean replied: "1
would have undertaken such an action."
Dean said the same was true of his personal papers that are in the Nixon collection.
"It was never my understanding, nor would I have donated - turned over - my papers, my personal papers, if I had had the
understanding that they would have been sold," Dean said.
If Nixon had sold his materials, Koslowe argued, Dean’s personal items would have ended up on the auction block as well.
Those objects included pictures from his office and duck decoys. "1 was a duck hunter," Dean said.
Nixon estate lawyer R. Stan Mortenson objected to the line of questioning, saying the estate has never claimed that the
president had the right to sell, or even intended to sell, Dean’s duck decoys.
Dean was in the witness chair all day. Hour after hour, he was asked to peruse often bland memos from the 1970s and testify
about what was happening inside the Nixon White House.
The testimony, however, was not without humor. Just before noon, Judge John Garrett Penn told Koslowe that he could ask
Dean one more question before lunch and that he ought to make it a good one.
’Who was Deep Throat?" Koslowe asked Dean, referring to The Washington Post’s key Watergate source whose identity
remains a matter of ceaseless speculation.
"1 believe that’s privileged," Dean said without missing a beat.
After lunch, Dean was asked to testify about - and help translate - a handful of scratchy, hard-to-hear tape recordings of Nixon
and his aides.
One conversation was recorded on May 11, 1973 - less than two weeks after Dean and top Nixon aides H.R. Haldeman and
John D. Ehrlichman and Attorney General Richard Kleindienst resigned amid charges of White House efforts to obstruct
justice in the Watergate affair. Nixon is heard expressing great enthusiasm for a Nixon foundation and library and wants
Haldeman and Ehrlichman to help run it.
March 25, 1999 America Online: GSHEP4038
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But efforts to set up a place to house Nixon’s papers began long before Watergate, the government argued. Dean testified
about a 1971 memo he received from Haldeman, who complained that plans for the papers had not been resolved.
"This has been delayed and dilly-dallied for months and this is ridiculous," the memo said.
AP-NY-03-24-99 1953EST
Copyright 1999 The Associated Press. The information contained in the AP news report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or otherwise
distrib uted without the prior written authority of The Associated Press. All active hyperlinks have b een inserted by A OL.
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Why the Nixon Tapes Pose Problems for Scholars,
John Dean, and the President
by Dr. Joan Hoff

Richard Nixon’s ultimate legacy will not rest entirely upon the secret, but legal,
tapes he made from February 1971 to July 1973. These tapes, however, combined
with the 40 million pages of documents which constitute his presidential papers
will make Nixon’s administration the best documented in U.S. history. Of the
original 4,000 hours of tapes, the National Archives and Records Administration
(NARA) first released 63 hours in 1991 of the designated Abuse of Government
Power tapes (AOGP); then additional 201 hours in 1996; and finally, a few more
hours of the last of the AOGP tapes in 1999, leaving approximately 3,700
unreleased. Since then, it has released another 1,700 in three different tape
segments. The latest and largest segment consisting of a little over 400 hours on
171 cassettes was released in February 2002. This leaves two more segments or
approximately 2,000 hours still unopened.

There are official government transcripts for only the first 63 hours of the AOGP
tapes. All of the other AOGP and the rest of the tape segments must be
transcribed by the individual researcher. Because historian Stanley Kutler brought
suit for the release of the AOGP tapes, he (and his team of transcribers) was given
first access on November 18, 1996 when 201 hours of additional AOGP tapes
were released. This placed upon him the heavy burden of making sure that the
words of the participants were as accurately conveyed as possible. Yet for over a
year, half of the listening stations at the National Archives were semi-permanently
staked out by teams of researchers paid by individual historians such as Kutler
and news services. This gave Kutler an advantage over other researchers and
special responsibility as a historian to inform the public in the most honest and
unbiased fashion. Recent revelations of plagiarism committed by major historians,
has made honesty a major criterion for judging all historical works. This burden
of accuracy and objectivity falls on any transcript project, such as the Miller
Center Presidential Records Project at the University of Virginia whose intent it is
to publish presidential transcripts for profit. The same burden rests upon the
Richard Nixon Library & Birthplace Foundation and the Nixon Era Center when
they post on the Interact certain tape transcripts. This scholarly burden has not
always been met and that is why there should be complete transcriptions without
ellipses so that future researchers can interpret their meaning confident that
nothing of importance has been left out. Such complete transcripts would not be
commercially profitable, but unless such an authoritative and comprehensive
transcription project is undertaken using digitally enhanced and the rigid
standards originally set by NARA, there will be endless haggling over the
meaning of segments of the Nixon tapes and commercial publication of
incomplete transcripts.

To date, no such impartial academic endeavor has been or is being made. For
example, although the Miller Center Presidential Records Project at the
University of Virginia is now transcribing Nixon tapes using essentially the same
standards which were criticized in 1997 when Miller Center director Philip D.
Zelikow and Ernest R. May published partially inaccurate and incomplete
transcripts in The Kennedy Tapes: Inside the White House During the Cuban
Missile Crisis. Likewise, in 1997 Stanley Kutler published, Abuse of Power: The
New Nixon Tapes, based on transcripts of 201 hours of tapes, the accuracy of
certain words, dates, passages and editing was challenged immediately. Yet, for
three years, this hastily produced book remained the only authoritative
transcription of these tapes simply because until the end of 1999 NARA did not
permit the copying of individual tapes by researchers. Less significantly because
fewer hours of taping were involved, on February 25, 1999, when NARA released
the last of the abuse of power tapes, the Richard Nixon Library & Birthplace
Foundation simultaneously posted on the web transcripts of 124 tape-recorded
conversations from the Nixon White House. Unfortunately, the Nixon Library
chose to scatter partisan comments throughout its 1999 transcript what it
euphemistically called "historical commentary." These transcripts, like those in
the Kutler book, may or may not be entirely accuratereinforcing the idea that an
independent, scholarly transcripts of all the remaining Nixon tapes should be
funded by Congress or some public interest group before more suspect transcripts
are published for political and/or commercial purposes. The quality of these tapes,
except for telephone calls, remain so poor that the serious scholars are having
them digitally enhanced to try to decipher accurately what is being said, but
Kutler, the Miller Center and the Nixon Library did not employ this
methodological tool. This is time consuming but well worth the effort because the
bulk of these conversations contain invaluable information on important domestic
issues such as school desegregation, court appointments, welfare reform, Native
American issues, pecking order among cabinet members, and a wide assortment
of economic matters. To date, the press has also not taken the time to analyze the
weighty content of the Nixon tapes, concentrating instead on sensational tidbits
from them. This is particularly unfortunate with respect to the abuse of power
tapes because so many questions about Watergate remain unanswered. John Dean
and, as it turns out Nixon, probably have more to lose from authoritative and
complete transcripts if suspicious gaps in the current tapes of his and the
president’s conversations. Moreover, the questionable editing by Kutler in his
Abuse of Power of several crucial Dean conversations need to be corrected by
both digitally enhancing them and then interpreting them using traditional
documents from the papers of Nixon and his closest aides.
For thirty years John Dean has been at the center of the Watergate saga involving
the White House tapes; namely, his conversations with Nixon when he was White
House counselor, ostensibly investigating the break-in and cover-up for the
president. Over the years he has promoted the standard interpretation of the
Watergate break-ins on May 28 and June 17 as examples of attempts at political

espionage on the part of the Nixon administration. This puts him in agreement
with Bob Woodward, Carl Bernstein, and historian Stanley Kutler. Moreover,
Dean’s simpatico, particularly with Woodward, have given them, as consultants, a
virtual monopoly over media representations of Watergate since the 1970s,
including the 1994 ABCiBBC documentary, and all of the 1999 discussions on
network or cable TV of the twenty-fifth anniversary of Nixon’s resignation and
the thirtieth anniversary of the break-ins in June 2002.. The domination of the
Dean/Woodward!Kutler interpretation has been particularly evident in "Nightline"
coverage of the Nixon tapes by Ted Koppel and will be evident this August on the
thirtieth anniversary of Nixon’s resignation.
Dean has also given credence to the Woodward and Bernstein Deep Throat fiction
(In all likelihood, Deep Throat is a literary device invented to cover-up the fact
that they obtained information from several informants.) After first fingering Earl
J. Silbert, a U.S. assistant attorney investing Watergate, in a 1975 statement about
Watergate, Dean then said in a 1982 book that it was Alexander Haig, deputy to
Kissinger and later chief of staff after Haldeman resigned. Now in an electronic
book posted on Salon.com in June 2002, Dean says he has found still other and,
heretofore unidentified Deep Throat candidates. Among the latest Dean Deep
Throat suspects was Nixon speech writer Pat Buchanan. But since Deep Throat
helped bring the Nixon administration down, why would his staunchest
conservative supporter of Nixon (then and now) leak damaging information?
Even more important than Dean’s self-serving pursuit of Deep Throat to cover-up
his true role in the Watergate fiasco, have been his attempts to censor Len
Colodny’s and Robert Gettlin’s controversial 1991 book, Silent Coup: The
Removal of a President, by filing a multi-million dollar libel suit. Yet the media
have not paid much attention to the conversations between Dean and Nixon in the
Abuse of Government Power (AOGP) tape segments or to this law suit over a
book, which not only contained the most thorough account of the little-known
spying conducted by the Joint Chiefs of Staff against the White House in 1971-72,
but also implied that John Dean had master-minded the Watergate break-ins
because he wanted to find out if his future wife’s name might be on call-girl list
maintained inside Democratic National Committee headquarters. (This theory, by
the way, has recently received judicial credibility when a defamation suit against
G. Gordon Liddy was decided in his favor on July 3, 2002).
In Dean’s suit, his lawyers attempted to prevent anyone from quoting or relying
on the sex theory behind the break-ins contained Silent Coup and thereby violated
the First Amendment rights of all authors who have cited their work. Ironically,
journalists and historians, who condemn Nixon, have ignored Dean’s attempt to
silence authors who disagree with this former White House aide’s various
contradictory versions of his role in Watergate and the virtual monopoly he and
Woodward have exercised over media representations of Watergate as a
consultant since the late 1970s, including the 1994 ABCiBBC documentary.
Dean’s attorney threatened to sue Basic Books after it published in 1994 my book,

Nixon Reconsidered, simply because I quoted from the Colodny and Gettlin
work. Basic refused to issue the subsequent 1995 paperback edition, until I
complied with the advice of the publisher’s attorneys to make less direct use of
this book. Dean’s attorney even tried to prevent me from teaching a class on
Watergate at Ohio University using the public legal documents from Dean’s suit
against Colodny and Gettlin. Why is John Dean immune from media commitment
to the First Amendment and off-limits when it comes to serious investigative
reporting?
Logically, in terms of the public’s right to know, Dean’s litigation against these
authors should have triggered journalistic interest in the AOGP segments should
dealing with his conversations with Nixon listed in the Tape Log Survey. In
particular, they have double checked Kutler’s published transcripts against the
originals. Additionally, reporters should have been concerned with those
conversations Haldeman and others have said they had with Dean, but which do
not appear in the official NARA survey. "Missing" from the latest tapes release
are conversations for the time that Dean spent at Camp David from March 23-28,
1973, during which he was supposedly writing a report about Watergate. Both
Haldeman and Ehrlichman reported having telephone conversations with Dean
while he was at Camp David, yet some conversations with Dean were not
recorded during that crucial period and before Dean was dismissed from
"investigating" Watergate at the end of the March after having produced no
written report.
Perhaps the most glaring "missing" conversation took place on the evening of
April 15, 1973. Nixon was "obviously quite disturbed" by this conversation,
according to the Haldeman CD-ROM Diary, because it appears that Dean
indicated to Nixon he had decided to cut a deal with the Ervin Committee, rather
than testify before a federal grand jury, as Ehrlichman and others had been
recommending. It is also likely at this time that Dean told the president he would
resign only ifNixon two closest aides Haldeman and Ehrlichman also did so that
he (Dean) would not look as though he was being singled out. If this is correct,
Dean came close to blackmailing Nixon by indicating that Haldeman and
Ehrlichman (and possibly the president) were guilty of obstructing justice in this
particularly critical, but missing, conversation.
Moreover, Haldeman and Nixon both make reference to reviewing other
conversations in 1973 which were not among the segments released in either1991,
1996 or 1999. I have for sometime suspected (without proof except for his
detailed Congressional testimony) that Dean reviewed some of these tapes during
his stay at Camp David in March and decided to later indicate to prosecutors only
those which showed him in a most favorable light. What happened to the others
would have been by now a matter for serious investigation had not so many
journalists, scholars, and prosecutors benefitted from blindly relying on Dean
rather than questioning his self-interested motives.

Another curious anomaly that has emerged from the AOGP segments concerns
one recording for March 29, 1973, between Ehrlichman and Dean in which the
former is strongly urging the latter to testify before the grand jury because "one
can’t expect probity, fairness and guarantees of rights before a committee of the
Senate the does the kind of things [including asking for raw FBI files] this
committee has done in the last couple of days." This tape could have helped in
Ehrlichman’s defense at his subsequent trial. In it Ehrlichman says that his "safe
refuge is at the grand jury," where he is willing to volunteer information to
"cleanse" his name. Dean, however, is heard on this tape as saying he was not
willing to voluntarily appear before the grand jury because "there’s always the
chance I won’t be called."
Before Ehrlichman died on February 15, 1999, during the height of the Clinton
impeachment proceedings, he had contended in a documentary made a year
earlier that had he known this conversation existed on tape he would have made
use of it at his trial. But it was not on the list of events and tapes Dean prepared
for the Special Prosecutor list which consisted of a bare bones outline which cast
him in the most positive light. Even more curious is that there is no cross
reference to this recording in the logs for Executive Office Building or Oval
office tape segments. Since Ehrlichman specifically says on this tape that he
stepped out of a meeting with the president, it was first thought that Dean may
have privately recorded this conversation, but the National Archives maintains
that no private Dean dictabelts were found in his papers and so cannot explain
why no cross reference to it exists unless it was taped in the Lincoln Sitting
Room. Kutler’s editorial comment for this tape does not explain its strange
provenance and then misleadingly describes the importance of this tape as being
the fact that both Ehrlichman and Dean agree John Mitchell should "step forward
and assume full responsibility," when, in fact, he clearly shows Ehrlichman, and
not Dean, being willing to step forward and testify before the grand jury.
In several other instances, Kutler goes out of way to manipulate either his
comments or the conversations themselves to show that Nixon knew in advance
about both the break-ins of Daniel Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s office and of the
Watergate complex. These attempts were so transparent, however, that they were
immediately exposed by reviewers of his 1997 book and Kutler changed his
editorial comment about the Ellsberg break-in for the paperback edition, but
without correcting the transcript itself. In another conversation on September 15,
1972, Kutler’s transcript leaves out the end of that conversation where Dean is
about to say that one of the lawyers for a Watergate defendant was beginning to
get "into the sex life of some of the members of the DNC (National Democratic
Committee). This, in fact, is part of the Colodny and Gettlin thesis which in turn
suggests that Dean’s wife-to-be was a Mend of one of women involved in
providing sexual services for Democratic officials visiting Washington, D.C. Why
leave out such a titillating remark, except to keep Dean from looking as positive
as possible and to keep readers in the dark about his law suit against Colodny and
Gettlin over just this issue of sex as the motivation for the Watergate break-ins?

However, the most egregious manipulation of crucial conversations in Abuse of
Power occurred when Kutler severely edited and then cut and pasted two
truncated conversations together between Nixon and Dean, which took place on in
the morning and evening of March 16, 1973, in such an arbitrary manner that it
confirms his lack of objectivity where the president’s former counsel is concerned.
Kutler has denied reversing the order of these tapes, but the extensive sections he
leaves out of both transcripts all show the president and Dean deeply involved in
concocting a cover-up story in which Dean would say in the morning that he
would conclude that "there was not a scintilla of evidence in the investigation that
led anywhere near the White House." Both discussions relate to the report that
Dean is supposed to be writing, with the evening one concluding when Dean
reassures the president that "We will win." Kutler not only reverses the order of
these two March 16 tapes, but leaves out both of these incriminating quotations by
Dean.
This was three days after Dean had already told Nixon on March 13 that White
House aide to Haldeman, Gordon Strachan had prior knowledge of Watergate
break-ins (a tape that Kutler entirely leaves out) and five days before he told the
president there was a "cancerwithinclose to the Presidency, that’s growing." In the
interim one of the Watergate burglars, E. Howard Hunt, had asked for more
money to keep silent. So by March 21 when Dean uttered his famous phrase about
a cancer on the presidency to Nixon, they both knew that the White House was
involved and Hunt’s additional request simply convinced Dean that the jig was up.
But before he reaches this conclusion on the 21st, he has told Nixon on the 16th
(in a segment that Kutler leaves out) that he is frustrated with his inability to
infiltrate the Senate Watergate Committee. "That’s the only way we can handle
them is to know what they’re doing."
In uttering these words Dean and Nixon both know that such activity constitutes
an obstruction of justice and the report they are contriving will be part of that
obstruction. On March 20, Dean and Nixon and presidential aide Richard Moore
actually work together on a cover-up statement (with Moore heard clearly typing
it up in the background) and yet this conversation is entirely left out of the Kutler
book. As a friend of Dean’s and foe ofNixon, Kutler could have used the March
13, 16, and 20, 1973, tapes to show how deeply the president was involved in the
cover-up once he hears about Strachan, but do so would also demonstrate Dean’s
deep involvement. And so, at least two key tapes are entirely missing from Abuse
of Power, and two other conversations are redacted in such a way as to ensure that
Dean remains the reluctant witness hero the Watergate Senate hearings.
In a word, when placed in proper context with previous and subsequent tapes,
Dean’s cancer on the presidency remark looks like it was carefully calculated for
his own future defense. Instead of being an altruistic whistle blower, he may have
made it as a potential blackmailer of the president reminiscent of his April 15
"missing" conversation. One would not know any of this from the Kutler book.

The Dean libel suit against Colodny and Gettlin was settled out of court and so
these, and other tapes containing circumstantial information about Dean’s
involvement in the break-ins and cover-up were not subjected to public scrutiny
as they should have been back in 1973-74 by prosecutors and by reporters since
the 1996 release. Belatedly, the National Archives, admitted that certain tapes
(most notably one for the evening of April 15, 1973) were not recorded because
the Secret Service neglected to change the tape on the system recording
conversations taking place in the Oval Office. However, all telephone
conversations with the president before and after Dean’s visits were recorded for
that evening and are now released. Moreover, the Archives did not reveal until
1998 that seven of the reel-to-reel tapes in the collection (not all necessarily
AOGP segments) are completely blank. Four are from Camp David and are the
most likely to have included conversations with Dean about Watergate while he
was "preparing" his report; and three are from the Oval Office. Another little
known fact about the Nixon White House tapes is none of those scheduled for
release include some 950 hours of dictabelt recordings which remain locked away
from research, and the NARA Nixon Materials Project has no plans for
processing these dictabelts in the near future because no one has sued for their
release and because many can be found as typed memoranda in the papers of
individual White House staffers.
Thus, it remains unclear whether the public’s right to know will prevail over the
past quarter century of secrecy enshrouding these "missing" or stored recordings-especially the heretofore ignored conversations in which John Dean participated.
Not surprisingly, Dean emerged as the hero of liberal Democrats the during the
Nixon impeachment investigation and as a defender of President Clinton during
his impeachment troubles, hoping no doubt for what he has long sought: a
presidential pardon for his Watergate misdeeds.
The futile search for Deep Throat has allowed mainstream interpretations dictated
by Dean, Woodward, Bernstein, and Kutler to dominate press coverage of
Watergate since 1975. Woodward, in particular, doesn’t want his connection with
Haig and the JCS spy ring exposed and more than Haig does. James Rosen’s
article in the April 2002 issue of The Atlantic Monthly detailed the spy ring
operation run by the Joints Chief of Staff against the Nixon White House because
the military disagreed with the president’s foreign policy in Vietnam, China, and
the USSR. Likewise, Dean wants his deep involvement in the cover-up unmasked.
Thus, Deep Throat was (and remains) a perfect diversion from finding out the
truth about Watergate and who has been covering up ever since Nixon’s and
Dean’s initial and subsequent cover-ups. Only an authoritative, comprehensive,
and noncommercial transcriptions of all the Nixon tapes will end the devious
Deep Throat strangle-hold about who covered up what about Watergate and
underscore the historical fact that the domestic and foreign successes Richard
Nixon transcend the sensational and often deceptive attention paid to his
administration because of Watergate.
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John W. Dean III and the Watergate Cover-up, Revisited
by Luke A. Nichter1
1,364 words
On Superbowl Sunday--an otherwise unimportant detail except that my wife is from
Pittsburgh, so I remember it vividly for that reason--I picked up the New York Times from my
driveway and I was surprised to find a front page article about Watergate. After all, this is 2009,
not 1974. However, "John Dean at Issue in Nixon Tapes Feud", written by Patricia Cohen,
quickly set off a heated debate in the blogosphere.2 Stan Katz of Princeton’s Woodrow Wilson
School called the article a "nonevent".3 John Dean called the article the work of"Watergate

revisionists".4 However, acknowledging the by now well-c

lines of demarcation with

respect to Watergate, John Hoff admonished

"what this dispute over the

Nixon tapes really demonstrates is the need for
government should have undertaken years
prominently in the Times article or l
At the heart of the late
on the Watergate portion
standard for Nixon tal

set of transcriptions which the
nowhere did actual evidence feature
the article’s publication.

of a decade-old debate is the most-often cited work
Stanley Kutler’s Abuse of Power. 6 Kutler set the
working in the pre-digital era with difficult analog cassette

audiotapes. His permanent loss of hearing is the price he paid so that generations could learn
from his groundbreaking work. The most recent accusations brought against Kutler were spelled
out in an article submission to the American Historical Review by historian Peter Klingman.
1 Luke A. Nichter is an Assistant Professor of History at Tarleton State University-Central Texas (to be renamed
Texas A&M University 2009-2010 academic year). Nichter is also the creator of http://nixontapes.org, which is the
only website dedicated solely to the scholarly production and dissemination of digitized Nixon tape audio and
transcripts. Nichter, along with Richard A. Moss and technical assistance from the National Security Archive,
digitized virtually the entire Nixon tape collection in 2008.
2 Patricia Cohen, "John Dean at Issue in Nixon Tapes Feud", New York Times, February 1, 2009, page A1.
3 See http://chronicle.com/review/brainstorm/katz/whats-news-in-the-new-york-times.
4 See http://www.thedai~¥beast.c~m/b~~gs-and-st~ries/2~~9-~2-~4/the-times-has-~~st-the-watergate-p~~t/.
5 See http://hnn.us/articles/61197.html#hoff.
6 Stanley Kutler, Abuse of Power: The New Nixon Tapes. New York: Free Press, 1997.
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While Kutler has had numerous critics--not all legitimate--in the decade since Abuse of Power
was published, most prominently Klingman has accused Kutler of knowingly conflating two
Nixon tape conversation transcripts from March 16, 1973.7 Kutler combined an excerpt from a
morning conversation in the Oval Office8 and made it the second halfofa transcript9 that begins
with an excerpt from an entirely different telephone conversation from the evening of the same
day.~° This fact is no longer under dispute, even while it is unclear how or why Kutler came to
this result. Such speculation will not be our concern here. Both March 16 conversations were
discussions between President Nixon and Counsel to the President John Dean regarding how to

manage the Watergate cover-up. As a result of Kutler’s
Klingman argues, Dean looked much less involved
Klingman and others, including Silent
author Russ Baker, and Nixon
charges against Kutler and his
of the details of a

selective editing,
than he really was.
Colodny, Family of Secrets
brought a multitude of

in Abuse of Power. Without going into all
charges can generally be summed up in three points:

1.
The Nixon
or so beginning March 13, 1973 are critical to our
House, including Dean, planned the cover-up.ll This
understanding
period begins with Nixon
learning on March 13 of White House involvement in the
Watergate break-in, and ends with the famous "Cancer on the Presidency" conversation
on March 21. The "Cancer" conversation is Nixon’s "Rubicon moment" in that it set
Dean on an irreversible path from Nixon’s defender-in-chief to whistleblower-in-chief.
Within weeks Dean hired his own criminal defense attorney, resigned, and provided the
7 Klingman’s manuscript submission to the American Historical Review was rejected for being "too narrow in
focus" for that particular publication, as well as of insufficient length. See:
http://www.nytimes.com/2OO9/O2/O7/books/O7dean.html.
8 Oval Office 881-003, March 16, 1973, 10:34 - 1 I:10 am.
9 See Kutler, 230-232.
lo White House Telephone 037-134, March 16, 1973, 8:14 - 8:23 pm.
~ These conversations have never been freely available to the public in one format and location, apart from some
disjointed transcripts. When a number of the transcripts were imaged using OCR (optical character recognition)
software and placed online, in hundreds of places the text was maligned, and have since not undergone any sort of
editing or correction. The audio files are no better: apart from a smattering on various public and private websites,
the generally poor quality analog cassette recordings are available only at the National Archives in College Park,
Maryland.
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shattering day-long testimony that expedited the unraveling of the Nixon presidency. In
Abuse of Power, Kutler leaves out critical Nixon/Dean conversation material from March
13, 17, and 20. All of these, coincidentally or not, were devastating to Dean, and show
that not only was Dean one of the original planners of the "intelligence operation" that
led to the break-in, but that Dean hired Liddy in part based on Liddy’s successful breakin at the office of Daniel Ellsberg’s psychiatrist. In Kutler’s defense, some of these
conversations were not part of his lawsuit to force release of the "Abuse of Government
Power" Nixon tape segments.
2. As noted in Patricia Cohen’s New York Times column, Kutler’s critics claim that
he conflates two distinct conversations that occurred nine hours apart on March 16, 1973
in Abuse of Power, as noted above.
3. Finally, and this is where it gets dicey, Kutler’s critics argue that he committed
the above points in a willful, wanton fashion, and that he harbors some motive for doing
so. As a result, Kutler’s presentation of the critical week leading up to the "Cancer"

our understanding of the
conversation is skewed. While this distortion does
break-in, and only marginally the role of the
the cover-up, Kutler’s critics
argue that Dean’s role on the [
~ived a proper exposition. As to
allegations that he made Dean appear
"Cancer" than he really
the friendship blossomed only
was, Kutler admits he is friends with
after Abuse of Power. Of course, this
st )art of the argument made by
Kutler’s critics. Without evidence,
at his word that he did not
deliberately commit any acts ~
or omission.
Certainly, I do not seek to
graduate school. As

responsible for attempting to

debate that began before I started

background in the Nixon tapes, I feel
is dispute to a wider audience. Thus, when I was asked to

do so, I agreed without reservation. However, I leave it to the reader to come to his or her own
conclusion at the end.

As for my conclusion, I believe that Klingman’s fight against Kutler is misplaced. The
real story is not Kutler, although he plays a role in it. Many scholars’ interest in this matter has
been piqued by the article in the New York Times, but they have reserved judgment, waiting for

demonstration of evidence. Most people, I believe, were as surprised as I was to see this article
on the front page of the New York Times, and they simply want to know whether this issue is
worth paying attention to, and whether there is anything "new" in this long-standing feud. The
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real story, which has been missed up to this point, is that the New York Times article should force
a complete reevaluation of Watergate, in particular the week of March 13 and the path to
"Cancer", especially now that technology permits such a reevaluation to be so transparent. This
reexamination should be what David Frost was unable to do in the 1970s, and what Stanley
Kutler was unable to do in the 1990s.
I have assembled all of the uncut audio files and conversations from the six Nixon/Dean
conversations now under scrutiny from the week of March 13 in one place. For reasons of space
here, I have condensed the hours of audio and hundreds of pages of transcripts. Much of this
material here has been made easily available to the public

first time, so that readers may

come to their own conclusions.
*

March 13, 1973, 12:42 - 2:00 pm
Oval Office 878-0141 Richard Nixon
Dean informed the
important week of the
would not be in the

H.R. Haldeman1-2
of March 13 may be perhaps the single most
began as a general discussion about why it

ito allow live testimony of Nixon aides before the Ervin

Watergate Committee. Nixon and .~an wanted to protect aides Dwight Chapin and Chuck
Colson, then in the private sector, because of the likelihood that the investigation would more
quickly penetrate the White House. The discussion turned towards other White House
vulnerabilities. The Campaign to Re-Elect the President had paid a minor to infiltrate "peace
groups", a scheme that had recently unraveled because "he apparently chatted about it around

12 This conversation is not included in Abuse of Power.
13http://nixontapes.or~watergate/878-014 00-06-40.mp3. To avoid the tedium of listening to these, in many cases,
long and poor quality conversations, the relevant clips have been extracted, and the time codes are noted in the file
names. In this case, this excerpt can be found at approximately 6 minutes, 40 seconds in conversation 878-014.
However, readers are also encouraged to listen to the entire conversation in order to gain maximum context. See
http://nixontapes.org/watergate.htm for all complete audio conversations.
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school", Dean surmised. "It’s absurd. It really is. He didn’t do anything illegal.’’14 Dean also told
Nixon that a speech supporting the administration would be planted in Senator Barry
Goldwater’s office for delivery on the Senate floor. "It’s in the mill", Dean said. 15 Nixon asked
Dean if he needed any help from the Internal Revenue Service, ostensibly to maintain discipline
while managing the cover-up. Dean responded that he already had access to the IRS and had a
mechanism to bypass Commissioner Johnnie Waiters. 16 Referring to himself in the third
person,17 Dean informed the president for the first time that Chief of Staff H.R. Haldeman had
advance knowledge of Donald Segretti’s "prankster-type activities".18 To slow the FBI’s
investigation, Dean suggested restructuring the FBI, 19 and
move the focus of the investigation from the Nixon
administrations.2° After complaining to the
"out of sequence", Dean explained the

House was former
had "a compulsion to cleanse his

to Democrats and past
that was
Liddy received his

Watergate break-in funds. Liddy’s
the cashing of checks, which

the need to immediately

was unnecessarily involving a third-party in
were traceable.2~ Another problem for the White
Hugh Sloan. Dean said he was "scared," "weak," and
by confession.’’22 Dean also stated his preference to

answer all Ervin Committee inquiries with "sworn interrogatories" rather than live testimony,
since written responses could be "artfully" answered.23 Finally, Dean forecasted the direction

http://nixontapes.org/watergate/878-014 00-04-11.5.mp3.
15 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/878-014 00-05-35.mp3.
14

16 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/878-014 00-06-22.mp3.
17 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/878-014 00-07- l 5.5 .mp3.

18 http://nixontapes.or¢/watergate/878-014 00-09-02.mp3.
19 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/878-014 00-27-09.mp3.
20 http://nixontapes.org/water~ate/878-014 00-37-47.5.mp3.
21 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/878-014 00-42-00.mp3.
22 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/878-014 00-42-23.mp3.
23 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/878-014 00-46-36.mp3.
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that the investigation would take.24 "I don’t think the thing will get out of hand," he said, but that
those in danger included: Charles Colson; John Mitchell; George Strachan, Dwight Chapin, and
by extension H.R. Haldeman; and John Ehrlichman. Dean also warned of a "domino situation" if
bank records were traced.25 For example, Dean told the president that bank records would show
that the administration had someone one the payroll for "almost two years" trailing Senator Ted
Kennedy, which began "within six hours" after Chappaquiddick.26 In concluding the
conversation, Dean said he would work with aide Richard A. Moore to work out a plan to
broaden the focus of the investigation beyond the Nixon White House.27
March 16, 1973, 10:34 - 11:10 am
Oval Office 881-003. Richard
John W. Dean
Dean reminded the president of the need to
Nixon White House. "We have to get off the
Nixon and Dean agreed that a falsified

,nald L. Ziegler~
investigation offthe
have to broaden," Dean said.29
an independent assessment

of the Watergate cover-up

,e drafted such a document, back in

December," Dean stated.

make sure the document appeared to be "a White

House statement, not [a]
such a statement in an act of cont

Dean clarified that he had originally drafted
after the 1972 elections. Dean said that it

might be time to recirculate his report again, which was based on "written, sworn affidavits.’’3°
However, Dean warned of the limits of such a report midway through the investigation. "Some
questions you can’t answer, or if you do, you get people in trouble." Dean stated his preference

24 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/878-O ] 4 00-53-13.mp3.
25 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/878-O14 01-02-24.mp3.
26 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/878-O14 01-05-47.mp3.
27 http ://nixontapes.org/watergate/878 -014 01 - ] 0-03.mp3.
28 In Abuse of Power, this conversation was conflated with the next conversation that occurred on March 16, 1973,
from 8:14 to 8:23 pm.
29 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/881-003 00-11-32.mp3.
3o http://nixontapes.org/watergate/881-003 00-14-24.mp3.
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for the creation of"a good, master plan", which would be more comprehensive than his previous
report.31
March 16, 1973, 8:14 - 8:23 pm
White House Telephone 037-134; Richard Nixon~ John W. Dean 11132
In a phone call later that same day, President Nixon agreed with Dean’s earlier
suggestion to work with Richard A. Moore on a falsified report as discussed earlier that day.33
Dean warned the president that such a report could perjure some witnesses: it could "open up a
new grand jury" and "would cause difficulty for some who’ve already testified.’’34 Dean stated
his preference for two reports: the first a written report based on "sworn affidavits" that was "not
a total answer" intended for the Ervin Committee and the

35 and a second oral report only

for the president to inform the president

ies of which Nixon may not

have been aware.36 Although Dean informed
on March 13, Dean noted that the

House involvement in the cover-up
report "were based on the fact that

there was not a scintilla of evidence

ation that led anywhere to the White

House.’’37 In a relief, Dean

that the FBI files that Ervin will receive will

not include grand jury

was a lot more thorough than the FBI has been.38 Dean

also recommended that his written

Watergate with the previously disclosed

"prankster-type activities" of Segretti.39
March 17, 1973, 1:25-2:10 pm

Oval Office 882-012; Richard Nixon, John W. Dean III, H.R. Haldeman4°
31 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/881-003 00-18-16.5.mp3.
32 In Abuse of Power, this conversation was conflated with the previous conversation that occurred on March 16,
1973, from 10:34 to 11:10 am.
33 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/037-134 00-01-39.mp3.
34 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/037-134 00-03-04.mp3.
35 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/037-134 00-04-07.mp3.
36 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/037-134 00-05-36.mp3.
37 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/037-134 00-06-49.5.mp3.
38 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/037-134 00-07-20.5.mp3.
39 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/037-134 00-08-13.mp3.
40 This conversation is not included in Abuse of Power.
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President Nixon reminded Dean that his falsified report should conclude that no one from
the White House was involved, based on "Dean’s evaluation.’’41 Dean stated that he wanted to go
even further than that: Nixon should hold a meeting with Ervin and disclose that the Campaign
had a legitimate "intelligence operation in place" based on "handwritten", "sworn statements",
and that the White House had cut itself off from anything illegal.42 Dean then revealed that he
knew about the "intelligence operation" six months before the Watergate break-in.43 The initial
meeting that set up the operation was attended by Dean, Mitchell, Jeb Magruder, and Liddy.
Dean told Haldeman that the operation should be kept "ten miles" from the White House. Nixon
then asked Dean who he thought was presentl3

Dean noted that he himself

was, because "I’ve been all over this thing like a

Chapin, Mitchell, and

Haldeman were also vulnerable. Dean stated that

Strachen pushed

after the break-in for an explanation.

break-in. Dean recommended that Magruder

Campaign aide Magruder to
become the scapegoat, and
be helpful.45 "Can’t do
scapegoat, which won more favor

planner Lid@ the Monday

statement to that effect from the White House would
Dean then switched to using Segretti as a
the president.46 "It was pranksterism that got out of

hand," Dean said. Finally, Dean explained the discovery of the bizarre connection of the
investigation to top Nixon aide John Ehrlichman, who has used Liddy in previous operations,
including the break-in at the office of the psychiatrist of Pentagon Papers author Daniel

41 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/882-012a 00-04-59.mp3.
42 http://nixontapes.org!watergate/882-012a 00-05-37.mp3.
43 http://nixontapes.orT.!watergate/882-012a 00-07-54.mp3.
44 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/882-012b 00-00-07.mp3.
45 http://nixontapes.or~watergate/882-012b 00-04-41.mp3
46 http://nixontapes.org!watergate/882-012b 00-05-36.mp3.
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Ellsberg.47 Since Liddy was also caught at the Watergate, he would eventually lead the
investigation to Ehrlichman, Dean warned.
March 20, 1973, Unknown time between 1:42- 2:31 pm
Oval Office 884-017~ Richard Nixon~ John W. Dean IIL Richard A. Moore
Dean and Moore presented a draft of the recently completed falsified report to the
president. Dean noted that Press Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler had concerns that it would raise
more questions than it answered. Noting that it was just a draft, Moore stated "it needs one more
go around; we did the best we could." In particular, "of the eight paragraphs, I think there are
about three that are troublesome.’’48 Dean and Moore gave a copy of the report to Nixon, who
directed various revisions on the spot, including how to

Dean’s previous involvement

with Strachan and Segretti.
March 21, 1973, 10:12 - 11:55 am
Oval Office 886-008
Nixon,
Dean warned Nixon that there was
first time a complete recollection ol
"an instruction to me from
Dean to set up a domestic

H.R. Haldeman
i, and offered for the
ing for Watergate originated, which started as

.,50 Dean claimed that Haldeman originally asked
the Campaign. Dean initiated contact with

Jack Caulfield, who was Nixon’s

However, Mitchell and Ehrlichman did

not like Caulfield.52 Dean brought in Liddy instead, who came recommended by White House
aide Bud Krogh on the basis of the previous successful break-in of Ellsberg’s psychiatrist.53
Mitchell approved of Liddy. Next, Magruder invited Dean over to the Committee to discuss
Liddy’s intelligence plan. Dean described the plan, which included "black bag operations,
47 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/882-O12b O0-06-O0.mp3.
48 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/884-O 17 00-02-00.5.mp3.
49 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-O08 00-03-35.5.mp3.
50 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-O08 00-04-31.mp3.
51 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-O08 00-04-49.mp3.
52 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-O08 00-05-07.mp3.
53 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-O08 00-05-38.5.mp3.
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kidnapping, providing prostitutes to weaken the opposition, bugging, mugging teams...it was
just an incredible thing.’’54 After the initial meeting, Dean also attended a second meeting to
discuss Liddy’s plan, which included "bugging, kidnapping, and the like.’’55 Dean, Mitchell,
Magruder, and Liddy were present at the meeting. Dean said he did not hear anything about
Liddy’s plan again after that meeting, so he assumed the more extreme elements would not be
carried out.56 However, Dean conceded that he and Liddy "had so many other things" going on.
Dean said he thought that Haldeman assumed that the Liddy plan was "proper’’57, which resulted
in Haldeman aide Strachen pushing Magruder, who asked permission from Mitchell, who
consented to the Liddy-led Watergate break-in.
break-in was used by Strachen and Haldeman.58 As
took shape, Haldeman authorized Liddy to
McGovern.59 Once again, this message

learned about it on June 1 7,
update on any perjuries. Dean was

presidential campaign
Senator Muskie to Senator
1. Dean noted
and chauffeur. "Nothing illegal about

that Liddy successfully infiltrated
that," Dean said. Althou

information gathered from the

anything again until the break-in, when Dean
"I knew what it was.’’6° Nixon then asked Dean for an
sure if Mitchell had perjured himself, but he was sure that

Magruder had, as had Herbert Porter, a Magruder deputy.61 Dean claimed they perjured
themselves by testifying that they had thought that Liddy was legitimate, and that they did not
know anything about activities related to the Democratic National Committee. After the break-in,

Dean "was under instructions not to investigate", and instead worked on containing it "right
s4 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-008 00-07-11.mp3.
55 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-008 00-07-52.5.mp3.
s6 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-008 00-08-59.5.mp3.
57 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-008 00-11-32.5.mp3.
58 http://nixontapes.orUwatergate/886-008 00-12-08.5.mp3.
59 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-008 00-13-09.5.mp3.
60 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-008 00-13-46.mp3.
61 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-O08
00-16-02.5.mp3.
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where it was.’’62 All the burglars got counsel immediately, and planned to ride out any charges
until the 1972 election was over.63 However, soon after, the burglars began making demands for
money, and Dean was present when Mitchell authorized raising cash for them, which was to be
funneled through Howard Hunt. Dean noted that not only was it becoming more difficult to meet
the burglars’ growing needs, but that it was "obstruction of justice," and that Dean, Mitchell,
Erhlichman, and Haldeman were culpable.64 Dean summarized the biggest problem was a
"continual blackmail operation.’’65 Dean also expanded on other vulnerabilities, including a
previous plan to do "a second story job on the Brookings Institute, where they had the Pentagon

Papers.’’66 Dean summarized that that would have been
gain is fantastic, it’s something else, but with a little
also noted that there were other "soft spots.’’67

Dean suggested that Mitchell

it’s not worth it." Dean
"continued blackmail", he

said is that "this is the sort of thing mafia
dollars was needed over the next

!. "If the risk is minimal and the

." Dean estimated that a million
responded, "I know where it can be gotten."

le the money, "and get some pros to help him.’’68

62 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-008 00-18-37.mp3,
63 http://nixontapes.or~/watergate/886-008 00-21-18.mp3.
64 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-008 00-22-20.mp3.
65 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-008 00-23-38.5.mp3.
66 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-008 00-26-42.mp3.
67 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-008 00-29-06.mp3.
68 http://nixontapes.org/watergate/886-008 00-30-40.mp3.

